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fl DNA fragment which contains the major coat protein gene
transcription unit, bounded by EcoRI sites
fl phage cloning vector which contains a variant major coat
protein allele in the normal position, and an EcoRI cloning
site in the IG.
dGTP, dATP, dCTP, or dTTP, or some combination of these
Frequently transcribed region of fl genome
Infrequently transcribed region of fl genome
fl intergenic region located between genes IV and II
Isopropyl-S-D-thiogilla�oside, an inducer of the lac operon
Kilobases
Hybrid transcription unit constructed by replacement of fl
nucleotides 1095-1177 on the wild-type cp insert with the
E. coli lacUV5 operator-promoter. The fl major coat protein
gene on the lacVIII tu is transcribed from the lac promoter
and also from a new promoter fortuitously formed at the
junction between the lac and fl DNA sequences
MacConkey galactose indicator plate
Multiplicity of infection
Phenyl methyl sulfonyl fluoride, a protease inhibitor
Circular, double-stranded, replicative form DNA
Covalently closed, superhelical, circular, double-stranded
replicative form DNA





Expression of the ten genes on the small filamentous phage f1
genome must be closely regulated during the infection cycle, since this
nonlytic coliphage lives in delicate balance with its host. The se­
quence and context requirements of specific regions involved in f1 mRNA
metabolism were investigated by: 1) relocation of an intact transcrip­
tion unit on the phage genome; 2) construction of a hybrid E. coli-f1
transcription unit which could be studied in a phage or plasmid context;
3) identification and characterization of a rho-dependent transcription
termination signal in f1 by cloning it between the promoter and gene of
an E. coli transcription unit, and by studies of its function in its
usual phage context.
Expression of the f1 major coat (gene VIII) protein was studied in
vivo in cells infected with variant f1 phage whose genomes had been res­
tructured in vitro. This gene with its most proximal promoter and ter­
minator was found to behave as an independent transcription unit. Coat
protein gene expression was unaffected by transposition of the gene to
the phage's large intergenic region, and was independent of orientation,
but was dependent upon its own intact promoter.
Gene VIII was placed under control of the E. coli lac promoter and
the RNA from the new transcription unit was characterized. Coat protein
was expressed from a hybrid mRNA initiated at the lac promoter. This
mRNA, which contained the 5' 36 nucleotides of the lac operon mRNA at
its 5'end, attached to the entire gene VIII mRNA sequence, was unstable
(half life -1.5 min), as is the E. coli lac operon mRNA. In contrast,
authentic f1 gene VIII mRNA is extremely stable (half life -10 min).
The f1 large intergenic region was shown to encode a rho-dependent
transcription termination signal. The minimal sequence required for
terminator function in a heterologous plasmid system encompasses about
100 nucleotides. Like most known rho-dependent terminators, the signal
contains a region of dyad symmetry. It differs from previously charac­
terized rho-dependent terminators, in that the sequence at the termina­
tion site is G-C rather than A-T rich. In a rho mutant host, f1 tran-
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scripts pass through the normal termination site, and stop downstream
within a region of high potential secondary structure near the f1 origin
of DNA replication.
A method is described for the efficient construction in vitro of
recombinant DNA molecules from fragments produced by cleavage with the
restriction endonuclease HgaI. The method relies upon the unique proper­
ties of HgaI and is applicable to any viral or plasmid DNA that contains
several HgaI recognition sites. Using f1 DNA, it is shown that only
HgaI fragments that were originally adjacent on the genome can anneal,
that infectious molecules are reassembled with high efficiency from a
mixture of fragments, and that recombinant genomes can be easily con­





The filamentous coliphages provide a very simple model system for
the analysis of genome organization and gene regulation. The entire nu­
cleotide sequence of their DNA has been determined (Beck et al., 1978;
van Wezenbeck et al., 1980; Hill and Petersen, 1982), and most of the
coding regions have been correlated both genetically and physically with
the gene products. Regulatory sequences for DNA replication and RNA
transcription have been identified in vitro and in vivo, but the signi­
ficance of the phages' genome organization and the detailed mechanisms
governing regulation of expression of the products are as yet incom­
pletely understood. The compact organization of the genome necessitates
that DNA sequences be used for more than one function. The phages' del­
icate balance with their host cells suggests that the regulatory system
is finely tuned. This thesis examines several regulatory features of
RNA synthesis and turnover in the filamentous phage f1. The approach
taken was to remove regulatory regions from their normal environment so
they could be studied in isolation or in a new environment.
Filamentous Phage Life Cycle
The filamentous phages f1, fd, and M13 are nearly identical in se­
quence and structure and can be considered the same organism (described
in detail by Denhardt et al., 1978). They infect only E. coli carrying
the F (or sex) factor, and hence are known as male-specific bac-
teriophages. Infection is mediated by attachment to the end of the F-
pilus (Caro and
••
1966), cellSchnos, a filamentous projection from the
surface encoded by the F-factor. Retraction of the pilus brings the
virion to the cell surface, and the single-stranded DNA enters the bac-
terium (Griffith et al., 1981), while the coat protein molecules disso­
ciate from the DNA and remain in the bacterial membrane where they can
be re-used for the encapsidation of progeny phage (Smilowitz, 1974).
However, phage DNA can be introduced by transfection into F- (female)
cells, in which the complete phage life cycle is carried out and virions
infectious for F+ cells are released.
Filamentous phage establish a persistent infection in which the
host cells continue to grow and divide, although at a reduced rate.
Phage-specific replication, transcription, and translation proceed, and
mature virions are continuously assembled at and then extruded through
the cell membrane. Each virion is composed of a circular 6407-
nucleotide single-stranded DNA molecule encapsidated by about 2700 mono­
mers of the major coat protein, the product of gene VIII, and 5-10 mono­
mers each of several minor coat protein molecules, the products of genes
III, VI, VII, and IX (Goldsmith and Konigsberg, 1977; Lin et al., 1980;
Grant et al., 1981; Simons et al., 1981). Virions resemble long fila­
ments since the viral DNA is stretched out within the tubular core of
gene VIII protein monomers (Marvin, 1978), with the minor proteins lo­
calized at one tip (gene III and VI proteins) or the other (gene VII and
IX proteins) (Rossomondo
1977; Grant et al., 1981;
and Zinder, 1968; Goldsmith and Konigsberg,
Simons et al., 1981). The latter tip prob-
ably is extruded through the membrane first and the former tip seems to
exit last (Pratt et al., 1969). Interaction of intracellular viral
single-stranded DNA molecules complexed with phage single-stranded DNA
binding protein (gene V protein) (Pratt and Erdahl, 1968; Alberts and
Frey, 1972), with gene VIII coat protein molecules located in the cell
membrane leads to the replacement of gene V protein by gene VIII protein
as the virions are extruded. The primary translation product of gene
VIII is a 73-amino acid precursor molecule which is processed at the
cell membrane to the 50-amino acid mature form found in virions
(Nakashima and Konigsberg, 1974; Pieczenik et al., 1974; Sugimoto et
al., 1977; Chang et al., 1978). This mature form consists of an acidic
N-terminal domain protruding outside from the membrane and later from
the virion, a hydrophobic interior domain, and a basic C-terminal domain
thought to interact with the viral DNA.
Genome Organization and Expression
Upon infection of the bacterium, the single-stranded circular
phage genome is converted to the double-stranded replicative form (RF),
which serves as the template for transcription of the phage genes and
for further replication. DNA replication requires the products of genes
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II and V: gene II protein creates a site-specific nick at the origin of
viral (+) strand replication (Meyer and Geider, 1979; Dotto et al.,
1981a), and gene V protein binds to viral single strands to prevent
their conversion to RF (Mazur and Model, 1973; Mazur and Zinder, 1975).
In the absence of gene V protein, complementary (-) strand DNA synthesis
initiates via an RNA primer (ori-RNA) synthesized by E. coli RNA polym­
erase at the (-) strand origin (Geider et al., 1978), which is located
close to the (+) strand origin. Thus, viral strand replication takes
place by a rolling circle mechanism, after which the newly synthesized
(+) strands are either doubled up to give RF (early in infection) or
sequestered by binding protein and used for progeny phage production
(late in infection) (Horiuchi and Zinder, 1976). However, there is no
true early/late switch and so both processes occur to some extent both
early and late.
Figure 1.1 shows a map of the f1 genome, opened between genes VIII
and III. The DNA replication protein genes II (X is a carboxy terminal
subset of II; Yen and Webster, 1981) and V are adjacent, followed by
the capsid protein genes VII, IX, VIII, III, and VI in that order. The
remaining two genes, I and IV, are of unknown function but are required
for morphogenesis. The 505 bp intergenic region (IG) between genes IV
and II contains the origins of (+) and (-) strand DNA replication (Tabak
et al., 1974; Horiuchi and Zinder, 1976; Suggs and Ray, 1977) and a
DNA packaging signal for morphogenesis (Dotto et al., 1981b). Foreign
DNA can be inserted at certain locations in the IG and the resultant
chimeric DNA molecules propagated as helper independent phage (Messing
et al., 1977; Herrmann et al., 1978; Boeke et al., 1979).
The genome can be divided into three regions with regard to tran­
scription. The infrequently transcribed (IF) region covers genes III,
VI, I and IV. The frequently transcribed (F) region covers genes II, V,
VII, IX, and VIII. The IG, which separates the IF and F regions, ap­
pears not to be transcribed at a detectable level (Smits et al., 1978,
1980; Cashman and Webster, 1979; Cashman et al., 1980; LaFarina and
Model, 1983). In vitro studies have established that all genes but VII
and IX are preceded by a promoter sequence, but there is no promoter im-
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Figure 1.1 f1 genome organization and transcription map. The circular
f1 genome is shown opened between genes VIII and III. Genes are denoted
by Roman numerals, nucleotide positions in kb are from the unique HincII
site. IG is the intergenic region which contains the origins of (-) and
(+) strand DNA synthesis. Promoter sites are marked I, transcription
termination sites m (Beck and Zink, 1981). The infrequently tran­
scribed (IF) and frequently transcribed (F) regions are indicated below
the genetic map along with the in vivo RNAs characterized by La Farina
and Model (1983).
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mediately preceding the IG. The G-start promoters of the F region are
in general stronger than the A-start promoters of the IF region, the
strongest being those preceding genes X, II, and VIII (Seeburg and
Schaller, 1975; Okamoto et al., 1975; Edens et al., 1976; Seeberg et
al., 1977). Transcription proceeds in one direction as shown in Figure
1.1; therefore, all mRNAs have the same polarity as the viral strand.
In vivo, termination occurs at specific sites at the ends of genes VIII
(rho-independent) (Edens et al., 1975; Sugimoto et al., 1977; Rivera et
al., 1978; Cashman et al., 1980), and IV (rho-dependent) (as suggested
by Smits et al., 1978,1980; Chapter 6, this thesis). A series of
3'coterminal RNAs ranging in size from 370 to 2000 nucleotides have been
mapped for the F region. The smallest RNA, which codes for the major
coat (gene VIII) protein, is by far the most abundant, accounting for up
to 2% of the total RNA in infected cells (Rivera et al., 1978; Cashman
and Webster, 1979; Cashman et al., 1980; Smits et al., 1980; LaFarina
and Model, 1983). The RNAs from the IF region seem to share common se­
quences at their 5'ends (Smits et al., 1980; LaFarina and Model, 1983).
Expression of the f1 genes must be regulated in some manner, since
their proteins are produced in vastly different amounts. The major coat
protein and the single-stranded DNA binding protein are the most abun­
dant, while the others are difficult to detect in vivo. Amber mutants
in all genes except II kill non-permissive hosts (Pratt et al., 1966,
1969), presumably by perturbation of the normal delicate balance between
phage gene expression and host cell metabolism (gene II mutants do not
synthesize DNA beyond the parental RF, so the gene products are barely
expressed). Seeking to understand better the significance of f1's se­
quence and genome organization, I addressed several specific questions.
Is the normal location of gene VIII at the end of the F region necessary
for its expression at high levels? What role do proximal sequences play
in promoter function and mRNA stability? What would be the effect of a
high rate of transcription within the IG, a region that is normally not
transcribed? Does the rho-dependent transcription termination Site, in­
ferred from the absence of RNA complementary to IG sequences (Smits et
al., 1980; LaFarina and Model, 1983), really function as such in vivo,
6
and can its important features be characterized? These questions were
studied by molecular dissection and rearrangement, so that regulatory
element and gene function in vivo could be tested in contexts other than




Purification of restriction endonuclease �
HgaI, from Haemophilus gallinarum ATCC 14385, was purified by a
modification of the procedure of P. A. Myers and R. J. Roberts (personal
communication). Cells were grown in brain/heart infusion (37 gIl;
Difco) supplemented with 10 ug/ml hemin and 2 ug/ml NAD after autoclav­
ing, harvested by centrifugation, sOnicated, and the nucleic acids pre­
cipitated with streptomycin sulfate. Following ammonium sulfate precip­
itation, the protein fraction was chromatographed on phosphocellulose
(Whatman P11) and then on DEAE-cellulose (Whatman DE52), using linear
KCl gradients in PC buffer (0.01 M KH2P04 (pH 7.4)/0.01 M �
mercaptoethanol/0.1 mM EDTA/10% glycerol). Peak fractions were pooled
and concentrated by dialysis against PC buffer containing 50% glycerol.
Bovine serum albumin (BSA; Pentex) was added to 200 ug/ml, and the en­
zyme was stored at _200•
Later purification of HgaI was done by an alternate and better
procedure of Myers and Roberts. All steps were completed as rapidly as
possible after sonication of the cells, since HgaI activity is rather
unstable. Fourteen grams of cells grown to OD700 = 1.5, harvested as
above, and stored at _200 were thawed and resuspended in 23 ml of 0.01 M
KH2P04 (pH 7.4)/0.01 M �-mercaptoethanol, sonicated at 40, and centri­
fuged at 40 for 2 hr at 100,000 g (SW40 rotor, 36,000 rpm). The super­
natant was diluted 1:1 with PC buffer containing 70 ug/ml PMSF (phenyl
methyl sulfonyl fluoride, a protease inhibitor) and dialyzed against PC
buffer/PMSF at 40 overnight. The dialysate was applied to a 2 x 15 cm
Whatman DE52 column in PC buffer/PMSF and block-eluted with 120 ml of
0.1 M KCl/PC buffer/PMSF. HgaI elutes at 0.05 M KCl on this column.
The peak fractions were diluted 1:1 with PC buffer/PMSF, applied without
dialysis to a 0.9 x 25 em Whatman P11 column in 0.05 M KCl/PC
buffer/PMSF, and eluted with an 80 ml linear gradient of 0.05-1.0 M
KCl/PC buffer/PMSF. HgaI elutes at 0.68 M KCl on this column. The peak
fractions were dialyzed against PC buffer without PMSF, applied to a 0.9
8
x 15 cm DE52 column, and block-eluted with 0.08 M KCl/PC buffer. Peak
fractions were pooled, concentrated by dialysis against 0.01 M Tris-HCl
(pH 7.4)/0.01 M ,-mercaptoethanol/0.1 mM EDTA/50% glycerol, and stored
frozen in liquid nitrogen. Aliquots for use were thawed, and after the
addition of 200 ug/ml BSA, were stored at _200• HgaI activity was
stable through liquid nitrogen storage and initial thawing, but
deteriorated over several months of storage at _200•
Digestion and ligation conditions for in vitro recombination pro­
moted.ll �
Digestions were performed with 4 ul of HgaI per ug DNA at a DNA
concentration of 0.06 ug/ul in 7 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4)/7 mM MgCl2 at 370,
and terminated by heating at 650 for 10 min. Ligations with bac­
teriophage T4 DNA ligase (a generous gift from Dr_ C. Yehle) were car­
ried out in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4)/7 mM MgCl2/O.1 mM EDTA/50 ug/ml BSA/
100 uM ATP/1.4 mM �-mercaptoethanol at 120 for 20 hr, and terminated by
heating as above.
Phage DNA synthesis measurement
Cells were grown at 370 in DO medium [0.2 g MgS04-7H20/ 2 g citric
acid/10 g K2HP04/3.5 g NaNH4HP04·4H20 per 1 (Vogel and Bonner, 1956);
supplemented with 1-2 mM amino acids (minus phenylalanine), 0.5% glu­
cose, and 5 ug/ml thiamine] from a 1:30 dilution of an overnight cul­
ture, for 1.75 hr. Cultures were prelabeled for more than one genera­
tion (generation time = 40 min in DO medium at 370) by the addition of
thymidine to 4 ug/ml, deoxyadenosine to 200 ug/ml, and [3H-methyll­
thymidine (20.0 Ci/mmole; New England Nuclear) to 10 uCi/ml of culture.
Under these conditions incorporation of label increased linearly for at
least 2 hr. When the culture reached a density of 4 x 108 cfu/ml (ap­
proximately 1 hr after label addition), phage were added at moi 50. Ten
min later a portion of the culture was treated with anti-f1 antiserum at
K=3 for 10 min at 370 and plated for infective centers and surviving
cells. In all cultures about 60% of the cells were infected. At 30 min
postinfection the cultures were harvested, lysed, and the DNA sedimented
through neutral 5-20% sucrose gradients in 1 M NaCl, which were frac-
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tionated and counted to determine the levels of phage RF and single­
stranded DNA (Mazur and Zinder, 1975).
Phage coat protein synthesis measurement
Cells were grown in DO medium lacking phenylalanine as above to 4
x 108 cfu/ml and infected at moi 50. At 30 min postinfection 1 uCi
14C-Phenylalanine (460 mCi/mmole; Schwarz-Mann) was added to each 200 ul
infected culture and uninfected control culture for a labeling period of
5 min at 370• The cultures were then placed on ice and precipitated by
the addition of 2 mls of 5% TCA. After centrifugation, the pellets were
resuspended in 100 ul of water, frozen in a dry-ice ethanol bath, and
dessicated over NaOH pellets in a vacuum for at least 5 hrs. The pro­
teins were resuspended in 100 ul of sample buffer (LaFarina and Model,
1978), boiled 3 min, and 20 ul samples were electrophoresed on
SDS/urea/polyacrylamide gels containing an exponential 22-15% gradient
of acrylamide as described by Chang et ale (1978). The gels were fixed
for 10 min in 50% methanol/7% acetic acid and then immersed in 10 vol of
M Na-salicylate (reagent grade) for 30 min (Chamberlain, 1979). The
gels were dried on Whatman 3MM paper and exposed to Dupont Cronex II
film at -700• The bands corresponding to f1 gene VIII protein were cut
out from the dried gels and counted in POPOP/PPO/toluene in a scintilla­
tion counter.
Alternatively, SDS/urea gels containing 23% acrylamide/O.088%
bisacrylamide were used, followed by autoradiography (Boeke et al.,
1980). Where indicated, the labeled cultures were separated into phage
(supernatant) and cellular (pellet) fractions by centrifugation before
TCA precipitation of proteins. Phage and cellular samples were electro­
phoresed in separate gel lanes. Wild type f1 and R235-type coat protein
peak areas determined by microdensitometer scanning within a single gel
lane were compared to determine, separately for the virions and intra­
cellularly, the relative amount of each coat protein type in a given
partial diploid phage strain.
Phage gel system
The gels consisted of 2% agarose in 0.37 M Tris-glycine (pH 9.5)
TABLE 2.1
E. coli Strain Derivations
10
Strain Genotype
K37 HfrC (A) supD
K38 HfrC(A) sup+
K484 KL16 HfrP045 thil rell A
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JC10240 HfrP045 recA56 sr1300::Tn10 thr300
ilv318 rpSE300
K38 HfrC(A) laciQ
C600 galE+T+K- lac- thr- leu­
N100 galE+T�- pro- recA-
RK4349 !- pro3 entA403 his2l8 ilvC7 metB1
DE6(Vlac) xyl- rpsL107 A- supE44
metE163: :Tn10
HD173 P- thr33 trpE9829 tyrA15 thyA707 argH
A- ilv683 nitA702ts
K734 ilv683 nitA702ts metE163::Tn10
Source or reference
Lyons and Zinder, 1972








McKenney et al., 1981
McKenney et al., 1981
B. Bachmann






















K701 galE+T+K- lac- thr- leu- ilv683
nitA702ts metE163::Tn10
K701 galE+T+K- lac- thr- leu- recA56
sr1300: : T:n10
K782 galE+T+K- lac- thr- leu- ilv683
nitA702ts
K792 galE+T+K- lac- thr- leu- ilv683
nitA702ts rec�s�0�10
K38 HfrC(A) ilv683 nitA702ts metE163::Tn10
BL214 HfrP045 uraP119 A- rnc105
SA500 ilv- his- Tn10 near nusA1 (30%
- ----
linkage)
K38 HfrC(A) Tn10 nusA1











































































Bolivar et al. 1977
Gulleta, E. and





Betlach et al. 1976
























All plasmids listed are derived from pBR322, and all confer ampicillin
resistance upon the host cell.
b
fl sequences cloned are indicated by nucleotide position, with genes and
gene fragments (F) contained in parentheses.
c
For pJB plasmids (fl sequences cloned in pBR322), + orientation is defined
as fl viral strand transcripts proceeding towards pBR322 tetracycline resist­
ance genes.
For pPM plasmids (fl sequences cloned in pKG vectors), + orientation is
defined as fl viral strand transcripts proceeding towards galK gene.
d
The pKG1900 SmaI site was converted to a BamHI site by insertion of a
BamHI linker.
e
fl fragment HgaI/HpaII 469 with BamHI linkers, and fl fragments HaeIII/HpaII
201, ThaI/HpaII 82, and HaeIII/HaeII 150 with HindIII linkers were kindly pro­
vided by G. P. Dotto. Fragments RsaI/HpaII 129 and HaeIII/MboII 167 were de­
rived by cleavage of HaeIII/HpaII20'with RsaI or MboII, followed by the attach­
ment of HindIII linkers. Fragments were cloned in the BamHl site of pKG1900B














































EcoRI site at 5726
VllIms53,VIIlaml,EcoRI site at 5726
R211/cp insert fl
IVam12,EcoRI site at 5726
Vam16,EcoRI site at 5726





Pratt et al. 1969
Lyons & Zinder 1972
a





Vlllms53,VlIlaml,EcoRI site at 5616








Boeke et al. 1980
Chapter 4
VIIlms53
VIllms265,VIllam1,EcoRI site at 5616
R265/cp insert R265 lacOP
R252/cp insert am8Hl 1acOP
R252/cp insert Vlllms268,Vlllam1
lacOP
R252/cp insert fl lacOP






Pratt et al. 1969
Chapter 4













R270/cp insert (6-35 region)1acOP +
a Chapter 4






VIIIms53,EcoRI site at 5616








b HgaI-promoted recombination in vitro.
c
Gene VIII partial diploid constructed by in vitro cutting and ligation.
UV mutagenesis in vitro of the cp insert from R269, followed by re­
liloning in R252.
From R266 by excision of the cp insert with EcoRI, followed by religation
of the vector molecule in vitro.
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and were run in the same buffer at 8 V/cm (Beaudoin, 1970). The gels
were then immersed for 45 min in 0.2 N NaOH to disassemble the virions
in situ, rinsed briefly with water, and then immersed in 0.5 M Tris-HCl
(pH 7.4) for 15 min to neutralize the NaOH. Ethidium bromide was added
to 0.5 ug/ml for 30 min to stain the viral DNA, and the gels were photo­
graphed under UV light (Nelson et al., 1981).
Amino acid analysis
Amino acid analysis of protein from purified virions was performed
on a D-500 amino acid analyzer by Dr. Stanford Moore, for whose interest
in, and assistance with, my project I am extremely grateful.
General recombinant DNA techniaues
Plasmid and phage RF were isolated as described (Boeke, 1982), and
when necessary, further purified by isopycnic centrifugation in
CsCl/ethidium bromide (Model and Zinder, 1974). Restriction mapping of
recombinant plasmid and phage RF was performed as described by Horiuchi
et ale (1975) using 2.5-7.5% or 2.5-10% acrylamide gradient gels or
vertical agarose gels as described, or horizontal agarose gels run in
TBE buffer (0.089 M Trizma base/0.089 M boric acid/2.8 mM EDTA, pH
-8.3). DNA fragments were purified by electrophoresis on acrylamide
gradient, or on 4% or 8% acrylamide slab gels. Whenever possible,
preparative amounts of fragments were visualized by placing the un­
stained gel over a fluorescent thin layer plate and shining UV light
from above, in order to avoid the use of ethidium bromide staining.
Fragments were eluted from gels by soaking or electrophoresis according
to Boeke (1982). Restriction enzyme linearized vector DNAs (20 ug) were
dephosphorylated with bacterial alkaline phosphatase (6 ug; Worthington)
or calf intestine alkaline phosphatase (3 ug; Boehringer-Mannheim) at
370 for 1 hr, terminated by phenol extraction for the bacterial or heat­
ing at 650 for the calf enzyme, in order to prevent intramolecular liga­
tion of vector molecules (Ullrich et al., 1977). Restriction site link­
ers were constructed by the biological linker technique of Boeke et ale
(1979) or obtained from Collaborative Research. Ligation of blunt or
5'protruding DNA ends with bacteriophage T4 DNA ligase (generously sup-
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plied by J. Boeke) was performed as described for HgaI-promoted recombi­
nation, but at 40•
YI mutagenesis in vitro
The 930 bp EcoRI restriction fragment "cpb insert" (Chapter 4) was
irradiated at 70 cm from a UV germicidal lamp for 10 min (1 lethal hit
per 580 bp f1 RF) and then ligated to unirradiated vector RF. The
ligated DNA was used to transfect unirradiated, CaC12-treated recA+ E.
coli cells.
Transfection, transformation, and transduction
Transfection with phage or transformation with plasmid RF was by
the CaC12 technique (Mandel and Higa, 1970). Cells were grown in tryp­
tone broth (10 g tryptone/8 g NaCl/1.0 g yeast extract/1.0 g dex­
trose/1.5 ml 1 N NaOH per 1 water) to 00660 = 0.6, centrifuged,
resuspended in 0.5 vol 50 mM CaC12, and incubated on ice for 15-90 min.
The cells were then recentrifuged, resuspended in 0.05 vol 50 mM CaC12,
and allowed to settle on ice for 3 hr or longer. Resuspended cells
(0.1-0.3 ml) were added to DNA solution in 50 ul DB (0.01 M Tris-HCl (pH
7.4)/0.01 M NaCl/0.2 mM EDTA), incubated on ice 10 min, at 370 2.5 min,
and then plated with 2.5 ml soft agar on tryptone agar plates (transfec­
tion) or diluted 10-fold with tryptone broth and allowed to grow at 370
for 30-60 min prior to plating on tryptone plates containing 20 ug/ml
ampicillin (transformation). The dye 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-�D­
galactOSide (IG; Bachem) was incorporated in tryptone plates at 40 mg/l
as indicator for �galactosidase activity (Miller, 1972), when screening
for the presence of the lacOP DNA fragment.
P1 transduction was performed according to Miller (1972).
QNA sequencing
DNA was sequenced by the dideoxy terminator method of Sanger et
ale (1977) or the chemical degradation method of Maxam and Gilbert
(1980) with electrophoresis on ultrathin gels (Sanger and Coulson,
1978). Template phage single-stranded DNA for dideoxy sequencing was
purified as described by Boeke (1982).
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BRA labeling, extraction, and gel analysis
Cells were grown at 310 in peptone (10 g peptone/5 g NaCl/1 g dex­
trose per 1 water), plus 20 ug/ml ampicillin for plasmid-harboring
strains, and 10-3 M isopropyl-,-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG; Sigma) as in­
ducer when maximal transcription from lacOP was desired (Miller, 1912).
Log phase cultures at 2 x 108 cfu/ml were infected with phage at moi
50-100 and 15 min later 32p-phosphate was added to a final concentration
of 50 uCi/ml; plasmid-harboring strains were likewise labeled at 2 x 108
cfu/ml. Labeling was conducted at 310 for 30 min, and the RNA extracted
immediately as described below. For analysis of mRNA decay, rifampicin
was added at the end of the labeling period to 200 ug/ml final concen­
tration (0.11 vol of a fresh 2 mg/ml solution in 0.01 N NaOH; Sigma),
and samples were removed just prior to, 2 min after, and 10 min after
rifampicin addition. Under these conditions, incorporation of 3H_
uridine into TCA-precipitable material was reduced by 80% within 30 sec
of rifampicin addition.
Labeled cultures (0.5 ml) were transferred to eppendorf
an ice-water bath, and then spun in a microfuge 2 min at 40•




(pH 1.4)/0.01 M NaCl/5 mM MgC12) , 5 ul of 10% SDS added, and the tubes
placed at 650 for 3 min to lyse the cells. The lysates were diluted
with 0.45 ml of 0.1 M Na-acetate (pH 5.2), 0.5 ml of phenol (equilibrat­
ed with 0.01 M Tris-HCl (pH 8)/1 mM EDTA; AnalaR) added, and the tubes
vortexed 3 min and then spun 5 min. The aqueous phases were transferred
to clean tubes, leaving behind material at the phenol/water interface
(much of the DNA partitions here at pH 5.2), and phenol extracted twice
more. The RNA was precipitated by the addition of Na-acetate to a final
concentration of 0.2 M, plus 3 vol absolute ethanol, collected by cen­
trifugation, dried in vacuo, resuspended in 50 ul sterile water, and
stored at _200•
Vertical slab gels were 4% acrylamide/0.2% bisacrylamide in TBE
buffer. Samples contained 1-2 ul RNA (-1 x 105 cpm) in 10 ul of loading
buffer [0.025 M Tris-acetate (pH 6.8)/1 mM EDTA/0.5% �
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mercaptoethanol/0.5% SDS/ 5% glycerol/0.03% bromophenol blue/50 ug/ml
tRNA] and were heated at 1000 for 60 sec prior to loading. Electro­
phoresis was at 80 V until the bromophenol blue dye had just run off the
gel's bottom edge. The gels were dried on Whatman 3MM paper and autora­
diographed at room temperature.
Preparation of �'end-Iabeled DNA probes
Restriction fragments were labeled using all �32p-dNTPS which
were incorporable opposite the single-stranded protruding 5'ends. Reac­
tions containing 4 pmoles fragment (15 ug f1 RF-equivalents) and 50 uCi
of each �32p_dNTP (3000 Ci/mmole; Amersham) in Hin buffer [6 mM Tris­
HCl (pH 7.5)/6 mM NaCI/6 mM MgCl2/6 mM DTT], total volume 39 ul, were
incubated with the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I [1 ul of a 6-fold
dilution in 0.1 M KP04 (pH 7)/50% glycerol; Boehringer-Mannheim] for 30
min at room temperature. The reactions were chased by the addition of 1
ul of each of the 4 unlabeled dNTPs from 0.5 mM stock solutions, fol­
lowed by incubation for 30 min at room temperature. Fragments were
phenol extracted and ethanol precipitated if cleavage by a second enzyme
was required to remove undesired sequences, or label at one end prior to
DNA sequencing. Labeled fragments were repurified by electrophoresis on
polyacrylamide gels, elution, and ethanol precipitation, resuspended in
sterile water, and stored at _200• The specific activity of the probes
was usually about 5 x 105 cpm/pmole = 3 x 106 cpm/ug for a 300 bp frag­
ment labeled at both ends.
Northern hybridization
Unlabeled RNA from 3 ml cultures grown in peptone was extracted as
described above and used in the experiment shown in Figure 5.4. Unla­
beled RNA prepared as described below for S1 nuclease mapping was treat­
ed with pancreatic DNAse according to Branch et ale (1981) and used in
the experiment shown in Figure 6.3. Glyoxalation of RNA samples and DNA
size markers (McMaster and Carmicheal, 1977), horizontal agarose gel
electrophoresis, transfer to nitrocellulose, and hybridization were per­
formed according to Thomas (1980) and Branch et ale (1981), using 3'end
labeled DNA probes prepared as above.
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� nuclease mapping
fl RNA was prepared from cells grown at 340 or 41.50 in tryptone
broth to 1 x 108 cfu/ml, infected at moi 100, and harvested at 20 min
postinfection. Terminator plasmid RNA was prepared from cells grown at
320 or 370 in tryptone broth + 0.4% galactose + 20 ug/ml ampicillin to 1
x 108 cfu/ml. RNA extraction and Sl nuclease mapping were performed as
described by Aiba et ale (1981). Restriction fragment probes were 3'end
labeled as described above. The probes were subjected to the G and C+T
sequencing reactions of Maxam and Gilbert (1980) and electrophoresed as
markers beside the Sl-resistant DNA samples on 8% acrylamide/7M urea
gels in TBE buffer.
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Chapter 3
Specific Recombination In Vitro Promoted
by the Restriction Endonuclease HgaI
Introduction
The restriction endonuclease HgaI (Takanami, 1973) recognizes the
nonsymmetrical five base pair sequence shown in Figure 3.1 and cleaves
double-stranded DNA five and ten bases downstream from this site, pro­
ducing a five base single-stranded end terminating in a 5'-phosphate
(Brown and Smith, 1977; Sugisaki, 1978). While the recognition sites
and points of cleavage on a given DNA molecule are precisely defined,
the base sequence of the single-stranded ends should be unique to each
cleavage site. It should be possible to reanneal and ligate only those
HgaI fragments that were adjacent in the uncleaved substrate. I have
tested this prediction with bacteriophage f1 DNA. f1 RFI is cut by HgaI
into six fragments designated A through F in order of decreasing size
(Figure 3.2). The cleavage scheme described above predicts that liga­
tion of all six fragments in their original order is the only way to re­
generate a circular molecule; such molecules will usually be f1 unit
length in size, although production of dimers or higher multimers is
possible. I also demonstrate below the highly efficient construction of
recombinant f1 phage by this method. In vivo, genetic recombination in
f1 occurs at a very low frequency, barely above the reversion rate
(10-5) for a single mutation (Lyons and Zinder, 1972). Therefore, f1
crosses in vitro using HgaI should be advantageous in the study of this
phage.
Results
Specific ligation in vitro of flHgal fragments
HgaI was purified as described in Chapter 2. Digestion and liga­
tion conditions are also described in detail in Chapter 2. f1 RFI (30
ug) was digested to completion with HgaI and the six fragments produced
were separated on a 1.8% agarose gel. After electrophoretic elution
from the gel, extraction with phenol, dialysis and precipitation with
ethanol, the fragments were mixed in equimolar amounts (0.2 to 0.4 ug f1
5' - G A C G C N N N N N OH - 3'
3' - C T G C G N N N N N N N N N N p - 5'
Figure 3.1 Cleavage of DNA by HgaI. N represents G, A, C, or T.
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Figure 3.2 Genetic and physical map of the f1 genome. The Roman
numerals refer to the genes; IG denotes the intergenic space between
genes II and IV which contains the origins of - and + strand DNA syn­
thesis. The HgaI fragments are labeled A through F in order of decreas­
ing size. The sizes of the 6 fragments in base-pairs are 1795, 1638,
1075, 826, 759 and 315 (Beck et al., 1978). The location of the HgaI
fragments was determined by gel electrophoretic analysis of fragments
produced from HgaI fragments by digestion with HindII, HinfI, HaeIII,
and HpaII, and those produced from HaeII fragments by digestion with
HgaI, by comparison with the known f1 restriction maps of these 5 en­
zymes (K. Horiuchi, personal communication). The HgaI maps of f1, fd,
and M13 are identical (van Wezenbeck et al., 1980; Beck and Zink, 1981;
Hill and Petersen, 1982).
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RFI-equivalents each) in pairs and incubated in duplicate tubes with and
without T4 DNA ligase. The extent of ligation was determined by elec­
trophoresis of the DNA on a 0.8% agarose gel. Only pairs of fragments
originally adjacent on the f1 genome (Figure 3.2) were ligated, and the
ligation products were of the expected sizes (Figure 3.3, lanes 2, 4, 6
and 8). No ligation was observed between pairs of fragments which did
not share an adjacent HgaI single-stranded end (e.g., HgaI C and E, Fig­
ure 3.3, lane 4; HgaI C and F, data not shown), nor in reactions not
containing ligase (Figure 3.3, lanes 1, 3, 5 and 7). I conclude that
only the HgaI fragments originally adjacent on the f1 genome can be
ligated.
Reformation of infectious I1 genomes from HgaI fragments
Based on the above results, one expects ligation of a mixture of
the six f1 HgaI fragments to efficiently reform intact f1 DNA molecules.
To test thiS, f1 RFI (3.8 ug) was digested to completion with HgaI and
the enzyme was inactivated by heating. One-third of the sample was
stored at _200 and the remainder was ligated with T4 DNA ligase. After
heating to inactivate the ligase, half the ligated sample was stored at
_200 while the rest was redigested with HgaI. Half of each sample was
electrophoresed on a 1.8% agarose gel and the other half was used to
transfect CaC12-treated E. coli K38. It can be seen from the gel (Fig­
ure 3.4) that ligation of the six f1 HgaI fragments occurred with high
efficiency and that the ligated material could be cleaved again with
HgaI. The data in Table 3.1 show that digestion with HgaI reduced the
number of infectious molecules to background levels, while ligation of
the digested DNA restored plaque-forming ability. Inhibition of
transfection by high levels of input DNA may account for the non-
linearity in number of plaques versus amount of DNA used to transfect
cells. Inhibition of transfection by the ligation mixture itself has
also been observed (D. Fischhoff, personal communication) and would be
more pronounced at the higher DNA concentrations. Based on the control
transfection (Table 3.1, plate 1), 2.6 ng of intact f1 RFI would be ex­
pected to produce 780 plaques (2.6 ng DNA x 180 plaques/0.6 ng intact f1
RFI) • This amount of ligated f1 HgaI fragments produced 23 plaques
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Figure 3.3 Ligation of gel-purified HgaI fragments of f1 RFI. The
fragments were prepared as described in the text, and individual frag­
ments were mixed in pairs and incubated, under conditions for ligation
described in Chapter 2, in duplicate tubes without (lanes 1,3,5,7) and
with (lanes 2,4,6,8) T4 DNA ligase. After the addition of 0.2 vol load­
ing dye (0.1% bromophenol blue, 20% sucrose, 1% SDS, 0.2 M EDTA), the
samples were electrophoresed on a horizontal 0.8% agarose gel containing
0.5 ug/ml ethidium bromide at 100 mA/12.5 cm2 for 5.5 hr and photo­
graphed under UV irradiation. The gel-purified fragments HgaI A and D
contained small amounts of the closely migrating fragments HgaI Band E,
respectively; their presence in the reactions is indicated below in
parenthesis. The fragments added to each reaction were as follows:
lanes 1 and 2, HgaI A, (B) and C; lanes 3 and 4, HgaI C, D and (E);
lanes 5 and 6, HgaI D and E; lanes 7 and 8, HgaI E and F. The positions
of the 6 f1 HgaI fragments on the gel are indicated. The ligation pro­
ducts were identified on the basis of size, as determined from mobility











Figure 3.4 Reassembly of f1 RFI digested with HgaI. The conditions
for HgaI digestion and ligation by T4 DNA ligase were as described in
Chapter 2. The samples were electrophoresed on a vertical 1.8% agarose
gel containing 0.5 ug/ml ethidium bromide at 80 V/12 cm for 1 hr 40 min
and photographed under UV irradiation. Lane 1, f1 RFI digested with
HgaI; lane 2, sample shown in lane 1 after ligation with T4 DNA ligase;
lane 3, sample shown in lane 2 after redigestion with HgaI. Each lane
contains 0.6 ug f1 RFI-equivalent of f1 DNA. The positions of the f1
HgaI fragments A through F, and the gel origin (0) are indicated.
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(Table 3.1, plate 11), 2.9% of the expected value. Therefore about 3%
of the HgaI-digested f1 DNA was religated to produce infectious
molecules. Reconstruction of infectious f1 genomes by ligation of the
six f1 HgaI fragments isolated by electrophoretic separation on an
acrylamide gel, and subsequent electrophoretic elution has also been
achieved in 'this laboratory, although at an 80-fold lower efficiency (J.
Boeke, unpublished results).
Recombinant genome construction
Construction of recombinant genomes using HgaI should be possible
when the relevant mutations lie in different HgaI restriction fragments.
Two f1 double amber phage were used to test recombination in vitro with
HgaI fragments. The double amber mutants were R30 (gene Vam13 in HgaI
B, gene IIam30 in HgaI A) and R79 (gene IVam12 in HgaI C, gene Iam79 in
HgaI D). Since each amber mutation maps in a different HgaI fragment,
ligation of an equal quantity of HgaI-digested RFI of each parent should
yield 1/16 (6.25%) wild type molecules. RFI from each phage was digest­
ed with HgaI, mixed in equimolar quantities, and ligated with T4 DNA
ligase. Control ligation reactions contained HgaI-digested DNA of one
parent only. Samples of the HgaI-digested DNA before and after ligation
were electrophoresed on a 0.8% agarose gel to monitor the extent of
digestion and subsequent ligation. The initial digestions were essen­
tially complete; after ligation, DNA comigrating with authentic f1 RF
was clearly visible (data not shown). The plaque-forming ability of the
samples was assayed by transfection of CaC12-treated E. coli K38 (Su-)
and K37 (Su-1) strains. The data in Table 3.2 show that when a mixture
of R30 and R79 HgaI fragments was incubated with ligase, the relative
infectivity of the DNA was 0.78% on K37 and 0.059% on K38. Thus 7.6% of
the infectious molecules produced were wild type, close to the expected
value of 6.25%. Ligated fragments of either parent alone did not pro­
duce plaques on K38 (Table 3.2, plates 5 and 6), and the number of
plaques due to cotransfection with both parental types was negligible
(Table 3.2, plates 3 and 4).
A derivative of f1, R199, containing a unique site for the res-
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TABLE 3.1
Infectivity of f1 DNA digested with HgaI and ligated
Plate DXA CaCl2 cells Indicator xo. of % Infectiousng (ml) cells plaques molecules
fl RFI 0-6 0-3 180 100
2 fl RFI 0-06 o-;} _:_ 27 150
3 fl RFI 0-6 1
4 0-3 0
5 Hg(1 I -digested 570 0-3 -;- 0-0006
fl RFI
6 Hg(II-digei'ted 57 0-3 6 0-035
fl RFI
7 HgaI-digested 3 0-3 ...:.. 0 0
fl RFI
8 HgaI-digpsted 3 + 0
fl RFI
9 HgaI-digpstNI, 470 0-3 -;- 374 0-27
ligated fl RFI
10 Hgo I -digesterl 47 0-3 138 0-98
ligated f I RFI




13 HgrrI-digested, 420 0-3 2 0-0015
ligated, re-
digested fl RFI
14 HgnI-digested, 42 0-3 ...:.. 0 0
ligated, re-
digested fl RFI
15 HgaI-digested, 2-3 0-3 -r- 0 0
ligated, re-
digested fl RFI
16 HgaI-digested, 2-3 + 2
ligated, re-
digested fl RFI
Infectivity was assayed by transfection of E_ coli K-38 by the CaCl2 technique (::\Iandel & Higa,
1970)_ The number of plaques obtained was normalized against that. achieved with 0-6 ng intact
fl RFI (plate 1) as follows:
no. of plaques
X 100% infectious molecules =
( no. of plaques )
�
X (ngD�A)
ng intact fl RFI
The DXA samples used on plates 5 to 8, 9 to 12 and 13 to 16 correspond to the DNA samples
shown in Fig3.4 lanes 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
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TABLE 3.2
Infectivity of two [I double amber mutant DNAs after HgaI
digestion and ligation
5
DXA CaCI2 cells and No. of % Infectiousng indicator cells plaques molecules
(R30 T Ri9)t 125 each K-38 (Su r ) 16 0·059
(R30 + Ri9)t 12·5 each K-38 (Su ") 0
(R30) + (R i9)t 125 each K-38 (Su
r
) 0 <0·004
(R30) + (Ri9); 25 each K-38 (Su-) 1
(R30)§ 250 K-38 (Su ") 0 <0·004
(Ri9)§ 250 K-38 (Su
r
) 0 <0·004
fl RFI 0·5 K-38 (Su ") 54 100
(R30 - Ri9)t 125 each K-3i (SuI) 359 0·i8
(R30 + Ri9)t 12·5 each K-:n (SuI) 46 1·0
(R30)§ 250 K-3i (SuI) 185 0·40
(R30)§ 25 K-3i (SuI) 29 0·63
(Ri9)§ 250 K-3i (SuI) iiI 1·7
(Ri9)§ 25 K-37 (SuI) 90 2·0














Infectivity was assayed as described in the legend to Table 1. The number of plaques obtained
was normalized against that achieved with 0·5 ng intact fl RFI in CaCl2-treated cells of the
appropriate bacterial strain, as described in the legend to Table 1. HgaI digestion and ligation
of the DXA was performed as described in the text.
t HgaI-digested RFI of each parental type was mixed and then ligated.
� HgaI-digested RFI of each parental type was ligated separately and then mixed before
transfect ion.
§ HgaI-digested RFI of one parental type was ligated alone.
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TABLE 3.3
Construction of amber mutant, Eco�cloning vectors
by HgaI-promoted recombination in vitro
Parent phage
R199 EcoRI site in HgaI A
am8Hl gene VlIIam8Hl in HgaI B
R24 gene IIam24 in HgaI A
gene IVam12 in HgaI C









triction endonuclease EcoRI was constructed in our laboratory for use as
a cloning vector (Boeke et al., 1979). Using the HgaI recombination
technique described above, three new f1 variants were created, each con­
taining a specific amber mutation and the EcoRI site of R199. The amber
parent of each phage and the relevant HgaI fragments are listed in Table
3.3; see also Figure 3.2). The EcoRI site of R199 is located in HgaI A.
After transfection of CaC12-treated E. coli K37, phage isolates were
screened for inability to plate on K38 and for in vivo restriction by
K508 (Su-1), which contains the EcoRI-producing plasmid pMB4. EcoRI­
sensitive, amber mutant phage were checked for complementation with
amber mutants in each of the known f1 genes to ascertain that the amber
lesion in the recombinant was that of the amber parent. RFI of each
recombinant phage type was subjected to restriction enzyme analysis
(data not shown) to confirm the location of the EcoRI site at the posi­
tion mapped in R199. It is possible, moreover, to deduce the parental
origin of HgaI fragments lacking genetic markers if the corresponding
fragments of each parent differ in restriction sites for other enzymes.
Such differences in the cleavage maps of R199 and am8H1 (a mutant of
phage M13, which is closely related to f1) allowed me to determine the
source of HgaI fragments A, B, C and E in the recombinant phage R211.
HgaI fragments A and C of R211 are derived from R199, while Band E are
from am8H1 (data not shown).
Discussion
I have demonstrated the use of HgaI for the efficient construction
in vitro of recombinant f1, a bacteriophage for which in vivo recom­
binants are relatively rare. This technique may be applied to the
reassembly of any small DNA molecule possessing HgaI recognition sites,
and should be useful for the construction of biologically interesting
DNA molecules. As a corollary to this, the HgaI restriction map of a
DNA molecule may be ordered based upon the ability of the isolated frag­
ments to be religated.
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Chapter 4
Effects of Transposition and Deletion upon
f1 Major Coat Protein Gene Expression
Introduction
The proteins encoded by the f1 genome are produced in vastly dif­
ferent amounts in the infected cell. The "cascade mechanism" of f1 gene
regulation originally proposed by Okamoto et ale (1969) and further ela­
borated by Chan et ale (1975), Seeburg and Schaller (1975), Edens et ale
(1978), and Konings and Schoenmakers (1978) accounts for the high level
of expression of genes VIII and V in vivo as being due to their location
proximal to the single rho-independent transcription termination signal.
The one-third of the f1 genome covering genes II, V, VII, IX, and VIII
contains the five strong G-start promoters and the rho-independent ter­
minator (Figure 4.2). Most of the transcripts from this region have
been shown to contain the coding sequences for gene VIII, while gene V
is contained on all but the shortest transcripts (Chan et al., 1975;
Edens et al., 1978; Cashman and Webster, 1979; LaFarina and Model,
1983). It has been suggested that frequent transcription of genes VIII
(major coat protein) and V (single-stranded DNA binding protein) from
the upstream G-start promoters may be necessary for their expression at
high levels during the phage life cycle. A similar "cascade" has also
been suggested for the two-thirds of the f1 genome containing the weaker
A-start promoters (Konings and Schoenmakers, 1978), but the distribution
of transcripts in this region determined by LaFarina and Model (see Fig­
ure 1.1) argues against a "cascade" for the A-start RNAs.
If such "cascades" operated to regulate the levels of f1 gene pro­
ducts, one might expect that relocation of a gene on the circular map
would affect its expression, and possibly the expression of other re­
gions of the genome as well. By insertion of a wild type copy of gene
VIII into the IG of gene VIII mutant phage to form partial diploids, I
demonstrate the functional independence of the gene VIII transcription
unit from its position on the f1 genome.
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Results
Transposition of gene nn to the .m
R211 is a gene VIII amber mutant recombinant of M13 and f1 con­
taining a unique EcoRI site in the intergenic space at the junction of
f1 HaeIII fragments F and G (nucleotide 5726). It was constructed by
recombination in vitro of the genomes of phages R199 and amBH1, using
fragments generated by the restriction endonuclease HgaI (Chapter 3).
R211 contains the entire amBH1 gene VIII sequence, which is contained
within the fragment HgaI B, and the R199 EcoRI site contained within
HgaI A (Tables 3.3, 4.1; Figures 3.2, 4.2). I refer to this type of
phage as a cp (for coat protein) vector. R211 and amBH1 grow on Su-1
suppressor hosts, which insert serine at amber codons.
The entire gene VIII coding sequence, as well as a strong G-start
promoter located 150 bases upstream within gene VII and the rho­
independent terminator positioned 42 bases downstream from the last gene
VIII coding triplet, are contained within the B29 base pair restriction
fragment HpaII C (Figure 4.1). My plan was to insert a wild type copy of
this fragment into the EcoRI site of R211 in the hope that the inserted
gene would be active enough to confer the ability to grow on a Su- host,
allowing the selection of partial diploid phage carrying two copies of
gene VIII. EcoRI sites were created at both ends of this fragment by
the biological linker technique of Boeke et ale (1979). The fragment,
hereafter called the cp insert, was ligated to EcoRI-cleaved R211 RF and
the DNA was used to transfect Su-1 and Su- hosts. A phage designated
R212 was isolated whose genome contained the cp insert located at the
former HaeIII FIG border. The orientation of the viral strand of the cp
insert (determined by restriction analysis of RF) was the same as in the
vector DNA molecule (+ orientation) in 17/17 independent isolates, four
of which were obtained in Su-1 hosts in which expression of wild type
coat protein from the cp insert should not be required for phage viabil­
ity. R212 phage grew to roughly equal titers on Su- and Su-1 hosts, but








Figure 4.1. Map of the cp insert. This segment of the f1 genome (HpaII
C fragment) is 829 bp and contains genes VII, IX, VIII, the carboxy ter­
minal portion of gene V (left side), and the amino terminal portion of
gene III. The strong promoter located within gene VII is marked by the
heavy bar labeled P. The strong rho-independent transcription termina­
tion signal positioned immediately after gene VIII is shown by the heavy
bar labeled T. The major transcript from this region in vivo and in vi­
tro is indicated by the arrow (Edens et al., 1978; Rivera et al., 1978;




Figure 4.2. Genetic and physical maps of gene VIII partial diploid
phage. The outer arc shows the cp insert derived from the DNA fragment
HpaII C of wild type fl. The cpb insert also contains the 95 bp E. coli
ls&UV5 promoter-operator fragment labeled �OP. The - orientation of
the cp(b) insert is shown, but both orientations have been isolated
(Table 4.2). Arrows show the direction of transcription on the phage RF.
The concentric circles correspond to the genetic map (outer circle),
restriction cleavage maps for the enzymes HpaII, HaeIII, and HgaI (mid­
dle circles), and scale marked in map units (mu) and kilobases (kb)
(inner circle). The single HincII site is taken as the zero position on
the map. Genes are indicated by Roman numerals. The solid dot in the
gene VIII allele in the normal position marks the location of the coat
protein variants. IG denotes the intergenic space between genes IV and
II which contains the origins of viral and complementary strand syn­
thesis. The promoter regions and rho-independent transcription termina­
tion site are shown on the genetic map: solid boxes = G-start promoters,
open boxes = A-start promoters, hatched box = overlapping signals for
the rho-independent transcription termination site and the U-start pro­
moter located between genes VIII and III (Schaller et al., 1978).
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While it appeared that insertion of the cp insert in the - orien­
tation in R211 was lethal, I hypothesized that this might be due to the
self-complementarity of the HpaII C regions on the viral single-stranded
DNA, rather than to the failure of expression of gene VIII in the -
orientation. Intramolecular double-strand formation might affect DNA
replication, since the site of insertion (nucleotide 5726, the HaeIII
F/G border) corresponds to the 3'end of the ori-RNA primer for comple­
mentary strand synthesis (Geider et al., 1978). I therefore repeated
the genome restructuring experiment with a different vector, R229, whose
EcoRI site is located at the former HpaII A/H border (nucleotide 5616)
on the f1 map (Boeke, 1981). HgaI-promoted recombination in vitro was
used to construct new cp vectors with each of the following alleles of
the coat gene: am8H1, R240, R258, and R235. The amino acid polymor­
phisms of these cp variants are listed in Table 4.1. When the cp insert
was ligated into the EcoRI site of the amber cp vector R252, selection
for phage capable of growth on Su- hosts yielded partial diploids for
gene VIII with both orientations of the cp insert, designated R253 (+
orientation) and R254 (- orientation) (Figure 4.2; Table 4.2).
R254 was further modified by the insertion of the E. coli lacUV5
promoter-operator obtained as a 95 bp EcoRI/PvuII fragment from pGL101
(Guarente et al., 1980), at the gene III end of the cp insert. The
EcoRI site at the gene III-lac junction was destroyed by S1 nuclease
digestion of the (gene III) single-stranded end before intramolecular
blunt-end ligation. The lac promoter in the resulting phage, R269, was
oriented with respect to the cp insert such that any transcription ori­
ginating from lac would proceed in a direction opposite to that of gene
VIII transcription (Figure 4.2; Table 4.2). The lacUV5 promoter­
operator provides a marker for the cp insert in the absence of wild type
gene VIII function. Phage harboring this lac fragment produce blue
plaques when plated on media containing the indicator dye 5-bromo-4-
chloro-3-indolyl-�D-galactoside (XG) (Miller, 1972), because they ti­
trate the lac repressor of the host. The cp insert from R269 (cpb in­




fl COAT PROTEIN VARIANTS
Gene VIII Gene VIII Codonc
Allele Cp Vector
a
2 5 6 12
Wild-type fl R229; R199 Glu Asp Pro Asp
am8Hl R252; R211 amber Asp Ser Asn
R240 R280 amber Asp Ser Asp
R258 R277 Glu Asp Ser Asn
R235 R270 Glu His Pro Asp
R265b R265 amber Asp Phe Asn
R26Sb amber Asp Pro Asp
a
EcoRI site at nucleotide 5616 of fl sequence in all cp
vectors except R199 and R211, where it is at nucleotide 5726.
b
Obtained by UV mutagenesis of gene VIII in vitro. DNA se­
quence of gene VIII alleles confirmed by restriction analysis
(see Figure 4.7) and DNA sequencing.
c
Codon of mature coat protein.
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TABLE 4.2


































































+ and - denote orientation of cp insert in IG rela­
tive to viral strand of phage
b
1acOP is a 95 bp EcoRI/PvuII fragment from pGLIOl
(Guarente et al., 1980) which was ligated to the gene
III end of the cp insert (see Figure 4.2 and Results) •
c
ThaI cleavage at nucleotide 1178 of fl sequence.
d
lacOP ligated at gene VIII end of cp insert after
ThaI cleavage at nucleotide 1178.
e
ThaI cleavage at nucleotide 1122 of fl sequence.
-- """"""'"
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Direct proof of the orientation of the cp insert in the viral
single-stranded DNA of R253 and R254 was obtained by sequencing one
junction of the IG with the cp insert, using f1 restriction fragment
HaeIII G as primer in the dideoxy terminator method of Sanger et ale
(1977). For R253 100 nucleotides of the IG, the EcoRI site, and 125 nu­
cleo tides of the complementary strand of the gene III amino terminus
were read. The identical 100 nucleotides of IG and EcoRI site were read
for R254, followed by 25 nucleotides of the viral strand of the amino
terminus of gene VII (Figure 4.3). These are the sequences predicted
from insertion of the cp insert in the + and - orientations respective­
ly. Numerous attempts were made, using several different restriction
fragments as primers, to read farther into the cp insert of R254. I
have been unable to read more than 25 nucleotides into this region and
hypotheSize that self-complementarity of the two cp regions in the par­
tial diploid phage DNA may prevent continued DNA synthesis in the
sequencing reactions. R254 single-strand preparations exhibit forms on
agarose gels which suggest that double-stranded regions are present
(data not shown).
The QR insert is an independent transcription unit
Expression of the major coat protein was measured for gene VIII in
the normal position on the f1 map and on the cp insert relocated to the
IG. For R253, R254, and R212 expression was determined by electro­
phoresing 14C-phenylalanine labeled whole cell lysates on SDS/urea gels.
In Su- cells only the cp insert is expressed to give full length, func­
tional coat protein, since the amBH1 allele in the normal position
should express an amber fragment terminating one amino acid past the
signal sequence of pre-coat. In R253 and R254 infected K3B (Su-), coat
protein synthesis relative to available transcriptional template (RF) is
identical (Table 4.3, lines 1 and 3). Thus, expression from the cp in­
sert is independent of orientation relative to other viral transcrip­
tion. In K37 (Su-1) cells, both the cp insert and the amBH1 allele are
expressed to give full length, mature coat and coat protein synthesis
doubles (Table 4.3, lines 2 and 4). Similar results were obtained for













Eco RI Pribrunu box
Figure 4.3. DNA sequences at junction of IG and cp inserts in partial
diploid phage. Line 1 shows the f1 complementary strand sequence sur­
rounding the HpaII site at position 5614 (Hill and Petersen, 1982).
Lines 2, 3, and 4 show the sequences determined for R253, R254, and R274
by the dideoxy terminator method of Sanger et ale (1977) using the res­
triction fragment HaeIII G as primer. Numbers above the sequences refer
to nucleotide position on the f1 map beginning at the unique HincII
site. Roman type indicates complementary strand sequences and italic
type viral strand sequences; the EcoRI sites at the junctions are in
bold face. The Pribnow box (bold face) and initiation nucleotides (-»
of the gene VIII promoter are present on the R274 cpb insert; the
upstream -35 promoter sequence is deleted.
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R271 and R272 are partial diploids containing the R235 and wild
type f1 alleles (Tables 4.1, 4.2). R235 coat protein differs from wild
type f1 only at amino acid five (histidine vs. aspartic acid), migrates
faster in SDS/urea gels, and can be completely resolved from f1 coat
(Boeke et al., 1980). Figure 4.4 shows the autoradiogram of a gel on
which lysates of 14c-Phenylalanine labeled R271 (lane 7) and R272 (lane
8) infected cells were electrophoresed. The R235 and wild type f1 coat
proteins synthesized from the normally positioned and relocated copies
of gene VIII, respectively, were quantitated by microdensitometer scan­
ning. Similar expression of the two gene VIII copies was obtained ir­
respective of location or orientation (Table 4.4, lines 1-4).
In order to exclude the possibility that transcription originating
in or reading through the IG was responsible for expression of the cp
insert, I deleted part of the promoter and measured coat synthesis from
the truncated cp insert. The gene VIII promoter sequence closely resem­
bles the consensus prokaryotic promoter sequence in both the conserved
-35 and -10 or Pribnow box regions (Figure 5.6) (reviewed by Rosenberg
and Court, 1979). A ThaI site separates these regions at nucleotide
1178 of the f1 sequence. The cpb insert was cut with ThaI to remove 81
bp from its 5'end and a new EcoRI site was created at that end by liga­
tion of a synthetic linker. The fragment was recloned in the cp vector
R270 and phage making blue plaques on XG plates were isolated. The
genomic structure of these phage, R273 and R274, was confirmed by res­
triction analyses of RF and dideoxy sequencing of viral single-stranded
DNA (Figure 4.3) and found to be as predicted: identical to R271 or R272
except for the absence of 81 bp from the promoter end of the recloned
fragment. Coat synthesis by R273 and R274 was determined by 14C_
phenylalanine labeling of infected cells (Figure 4.4, lanes 5, 6, 9, and
10; Table 4.4, lines 5-8). Coat protein with the R235 type mobility is
present. No coat protein with the wild type f1 mobility is detectable
(compare R271 and R272, lanes 3, 4, 7 and 8). Deletion of the -35 re­
gion of the gene VIII promoter appears to entirely destroy expression of
coat protein from the cp insert in vivo.
Partial restoration of coat synthesis can be achieved by replacing
40
TABLE 4.3































K-38 is Su; K-37 is SU-l, serine-inserting amber suppressor.
,c
Intracellular levels at 30 min postinfection expressed relative to wild-
type fl control = 1.00.
3
Measured by sucrose gradient analysis of H-thym-
idine-labeled infected cultures as described in Chapter 2.
d
Average of 3 to 6 determinations at 30 min postinfection as described
in Chapter 2. Numbers in parentheses = coat protein/RF.
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Figure 4.4. Coat protein synthesis in partial diploid phage containing
R235 and wild tYP'4f1 coat protein gene copies. 138 cells were infectedand labeled with C-phenylalanine as described in Chapter 2. Electro-
phoresis was on an SDS/urea gel containing 23S acrylamide/0.088S bisa­
crylamide. Lanes 1 through 6 contain disrupted extracellular virions
(supernatant fraction) from the labeled cultures; exposure time was 14
days. Lanes 7 through 13 contain cellular extracts (pellet fraction);
exposure time was 6 days. The positions ot wild type f1 and R235-type
coat proteins are indicated. Infected cultures were as follows: wild
.type f1, lanes 1 and 12; R270, lanes 2 and 11; R271, lanes 3 and 7;
R272, lanes 4 and 8; R273, lanes 5 and 9; R214, lanes 6 and 10; unin­
fected 138, lane 13. The pOSition of the phage specified gene V protein
is indicated on the right. This protein, a single-stranded DNA binding
protein, is localized intracellularly; thus its presence in lanes 1
through 6 indicates some cellular �ontamination of the virion fractions.
The presence of some wild type f1 coat protein in lane 2 is due to leak­
age from lane 1; in the corresponding intracellular samples (lanes 11
and 12) no leakage occurred.
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TABLE 4.4
COAT PROTEIN SYNTHESIS FROM TRANSPOSED
AND DELETED GENE COPIES
Partial diploid
Coat gene
Fraction of coat protein b
represented by each allele
phage strain
a
position Allele Intracellularly In virions
R271 + IG fl 0.37 0.44
Normal R235 0.63 0.56
R272 - IG fl 0.35 0.42
Normal R235 0.65 0.58
R273 + IG fl 0 0
Normal R235 1.0 1.0
R274 -:- IG fl 0 0
Normal R235 1.0 1.0
R275 + IG fl 0.1 0.1
Normal R235 0.9 0.9
R276 - IG fl 0.1 0.1




Average of 1 to 3 determinations at 30 min postinfection as de-
scribed in Chapter 2. Host cells were K-38.
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the deleted sequence with the lacUV5 promoter (Table 4.4, lines 9-12) or
with DNA homologous to the consensus -35 sequence (Chapter 5). Deletion
of only 25 bp rather than 81 bp from the 5'end of the cpb insert, up to
nucleotide 1122 of the f1 sequence, does not destroy promoter function
in phage R279, otherwise analogous to R269 and R274 (data not shown).
I conclude from the above experiments that gene VIII with its most
proximal promoter and terminator contained on the cpb insert behaves as
an independent transcription unit of the f1 genome.
The position and orientation of the � insert affects f1 phage
production
R253, R254, and R212 have markedly reduced growth rates relative
to wild type f1 (Figure 4.5). R212 is the most severely affected; phage
production does not commence until 50 min postinfection, compared to 30
min for wild type f1, and less than 10% the wild type number of phage
are released over a three hour period. R254 infected cells release
phage at 25% the rate of wild type f1 infected cells. K38 (Su-) infect­
ed by R253 initially release phage at 50% the rate of a wild type infec­
tion, but phage production levels off at later times. R253 growth is
markedly improved in the K37 (Su-1) host, increasing to 75% the wild
type level and remaining high for two hours. In contrast, growth of
R254 and R212 is not improved in the Su-1 host.
R253, R254, and R212 produce mature coat from the cp insert only
in K38, while in K37 both the cp insert and am8H1 gene VIII copies are
expressed to give mature coat. Thus it seems that increasing the gene
dosage of coat protein increases the number of phage released by R253
infected cells, while no such effect is observed for R254 or R212 in­
fected cells. Some other factor must be limiting the rate of production
of the latter phages despite the fact that the only difference between
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Minutes postinfection
Figure 4.5. Kinetics of partial diploid and wild type f1 phage produc­
tion. Phage production in K38 and K37 hosts was measured by infecting
cultures grown at 370 in DO salts (Vogel and Bonner, 1956), 0.5% glu­
cose, 5 ug/ml thiamine, ftnd 1-2 mM amino acids (minus phenylalanine) toa density of about 6 x 10 cfu/ml at moi 16. Phage were adsorbed for 8
min, a portion of each culture was diluted into f1 antiserum to inac­
tivate unadsorbed phage, and infective centers were plated on K38. The
remainder of each culture was diluted to prevent further phage infection
and phage production was assayed at various times by sampling the cul­
tures into tryptone broth plus chloroform and plating on K38. Infective
centers were determined at the time of infection only and are not
corrected for subsequent increase in cell titer. The doubling time of
uninfected cells in DO medium is 40 min and increases about 2-fold upon
f1 infection. Input phage were 20-50 per infective center at the time
of infection and are not subtracted from the values plotted.--K38 (Su-)
host; ---- K37 (Su+) host; • wild type f1; x R253; A R254; 0 R212.
Values are the average of 1-3 determinations.
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The position and orientation of the .Q:Q. insert affects .R[ and 33
m sYnthesis
RF and single-strand (33) DNA levels intracellularly at 30 min
postinfection were measured by sucrose gradient analysis for R253, R254,
and R212 in K38 and K31 hosts (Table 4.3). R212 RF and 33 synthesis is
reduced to 10% of the wild type f1 level. The R254 RF level is 60% of
wild type, while the 33 DNA level is 25%. RF and 33 levels are both 90%
of wild type in R253 infections. 1 conclude that cloning the cp insert
in the 1G can have marked effects on DNA replication, dependent upon the
site of insertion and the orientation of the fragment with respect to
the viral genome. Note that the - orientation counterpart of R212 could
not be isolated.
� virions � be assembled using coat protein monomers of dif­
ferent charge and amino acid composition
The variant coat alleles listed in Table 4.1 differ from wild type
near the amino terminus. Reactivity to antiserum is affected by these
amino acid polymorphisms (Pratt et al., 1969; Wickner, 1976). I wanted
to know whether domains of the coat protein involved in assembly were
also affected. Therefore, I investigated whether the variants coassem­
bled with wild type molecules in partial diploid virions, or whether two
separate populations of progeny virions could be distinguished. I
analyzed the coat protein composition of mature virions in several ways
as described below.
When intact f1 virions are electrophoresed on a 2% agarose gel in
0.37 M Tris-glycine buffer (pH 9.5), their mobility is determined by the
length of the virion, the net charge of the major coat protein
molecules, and their secondary/tertiary structure (Beaudoin, 1970; Boeke
et al., 1980). The length of an f1 virion is determined by the size of
the single-stranded DNA molecule encapsidated (Enea and Zinder, 1975;
Enea et al., 1977). Therefore, R253 phage grown in the 3u- host migrate
more slowly than f1 wild type phage, due to the 839 base cp insert (Fig­
ure 4.6, lanes 1 and 2). f1, am8H1, R240, R277, and R270, which possess
DNA molecules of almost identical size, have different mobilities in
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Figure 4.6. Agarose gel electrophoresis of intact virions. Host
strains are indicated in parentheses. Lane 1) f1 (K38) 2) R253 (K38)
3) R253 (K37) 4) R254 (K37) 5) f1 (K38) plus am8H1 (K37) 6) R282 (K38)
7) R282 (K37) 8) f1 (K38) plus R240 (K37) 9) R278 (K38) 10) f1 (K38)
plus R277 (K38) 11) R271 (K38) 12) f1 (K38) plus R270 (K38). Electro­
phoresis was on a 2% agarose gel tn 0.37 M Tris-glycine pH 9.5 (Beau­
doin, 1970). Approximately 1-2 x 10
0 virions were applied in each
lane. The positions of the virions were visualized by staining the
viral DNA with ethidium bromide (Nelson et al., 1981).
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this gel system (Figure 4.6, lanes 5, 8, 10, and 12), due to different
net charges of the major coat protein (Table 4.1). When the variant
coat genes are expressed in addition to the wild type f1 coat gene in
the partial diploids, the mobility of the virions is shifted from that
of phage expressing wild type f1 coat only towards that of phage with
the variant allele only. The diploid coat combinations am8H1/f1,
R240/f1, and R258/f1 give single sharp phage bands at mobilities between
the haploid parents (lanes 3, 4, 7, and 9), in contrast to samples con­
taining a mixture of virions of each of the two parental types, which
resolve into the two parental bands on the gel (lanes 5, 8, and 10).
The diploid coat combination R235/f1 produces a broad band which is not
seen when R235 and wild type f1 virions are mixed (lanes 11 and 12).
The altered mobilities seen for each partial diploid strain suggest that
each virion has a capsid composed of a mixture of the two types of gene
VIII protein monomers coded for by its DNA.
Direct amino acid analysis of capsid protein from virions was used
to quantitate the ratio of am8H1 to wild type f1 coat monomers in R253,
R254, and R212. Mature gene VIII protein of wild type f1 contains a
single proline residue at position six, which is replaced by serine in
am8H1 coat protein (Table 4.1). The amino acid compositions of partial
diploid virions grown on serine-inserting hosts were determined and com­
pared to those of wild type f1 and R252 (am8H1 allele). The ratios of
serine, glutamic acid/glutamine, and proline relative
acid/asparagine, which are equimolar in f1 and am8H1 coat,
to aspartic
were deter-
mined for each phage strain and compared to those predicted for wild
type f1 coat, am8H1 coat, and three possible ratios of the two coat
monomers (Table 4.5). The data suggest that R253, R254, and R212
virions all contain am8H1:wild type f1 coat monomers in the ratio 1:2 or
1:3.
R235 coat protein can be completely resolved from wild type f1
coat protein on acrylamide gels (see above). 14c-Phenylalanine labeled
R271 and R272 virions were disrupted and electrophoresed. The R235 type
and wild type f1 coat proteins in each virus population and in the in­
fected cells (Figure 4.4, lanes 3, 4, 7, and 8) were quantitated by mi-
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TABLE 4.5
EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED MOLE RATIOS OF







R253 R254 R212 fl amSHl 1:1 1:2 1:3
(amSHl)
Ser/Asx 1.24 2.15 1. 35 1.30 1. 37 1.33 2.0 1.67 1.56 1.50
Glx/Asx 1.07 0.70 0.S7 0.S7 0.93 l.0 0.67 0.S3 0.S9 0.92
Pro/Asx 0.33 0.09 0.24 0.25 0.23 0.33 0 0.17 0.22 0.25
Determined from amino acid analysis of virion capsid protein,




Based on the following moles of amino acids per mole of mature gene VIII protein
,















crodensitometer scanning. The relative amount of each in both R271 and
R272 virions was found to be approximately 57% R235 type, 43% f1 wild
type. This reflects the intracellular ratio of the gene VIII proteins
synthesized (Table 4.4, lines 1-4) •
.H.§ alleles of gene nn
Two new viable variants of the am8H1 allele have been created by
UV mutagenesis of the cpb insert in vitro, followed by religation to un­
mutagenized R252 vector RF and transfection of unirradiated Su-1, recA+
hosts (protocol described in Chapter 2). Phage making blue plaques on
XG plates were isolated and screened for the amber phenotype (inability
to plate on Su+ hosts). Three isolates with full-length cpb inserts
were characterized by restriction analysis, and Maxam-Gilbert DNA
sequencing of the cpb inserts. The amino acid and DNA sequence polymor­
phisms at positions 5, 6, and 12 are shown in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.7,
and are distinguishable by the presence or absence of MboI (Sau3A) and
HinfI sites in the DNA (Boeke et al., 1980). The partial diploid R267
was found to contain the am8H1 gene VIII sequence at both the normal po­
sition and on the cpb insert. R268 contained the am8H1 allele at the
normal position and a new, recombinant allele on the cpb insert. The
R268 allele was amber at codon 2, but wild type f1 at codons 5, 6, and
12. R266 contained new, identical gene VIII alleles at the normal posi­
tion and on the cpb insert. The haploid R265 was derived from R266 by
excision of the cpb insert with EcoRI, followed by religation of the
vector molecule in vitro, and transformation of Su-1 cells with the
ligated DNA. The R265 coat gene was sequenced by the dideoxy terminator
method, and found to code for phenylalanine at position 6, with codons
2, 5, and 12 the same as in am8H1. Thus, allowable residues at position
6 include proline, serine, and phenylalanine, amino acids with very dif­
ferent properties.
Discussion
The new gene VIII alleles may have been created by gene conversion
in the partial diploid phage, which were isolated in recA+ hosts. For
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Figure 4.1. DNA sequence changes in new alleles of gene VIII. The wild
type f1 sequence coding for amino acids 1 through 13 of coat protein is
shown, with coat protein variant mutations indicated above and below.
Solid boxes enclose HinfI sites, broken box encloses MboI (Sau3A) site
(Boeke et al., 1980). The new variant alleles R265 and R268 were iso­
lated as described in the text and characterized by restriction analysis
and DNA sequencing.
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cpb insert and an am8H1 gene copy on the same or a different RF molecule
could explain the replacement of the f1 sequence on the cpb insert with
the am8H1 or new, recombinant R268 allele. For R266, an intramolecular
event seems most likely. Inaccurate repair of a UV-induced lesion on
the cpb insert, using the am8H1 gene copy as a template, could have
resulted in the conversion of both copies to the new sequence, which
differs from the am8H1 sequence by a single C->T transition following a
run of two T's (Figure 4.1). Analysis of UV-induced mutations in the
lacI gene (Miller, 1982) and in the lac promoter (LeClerc and Istock,
1982) have shown the most common event to be a GC -> AT transition in
which the mutated base pair is part of a potential pyrimidine-pyrimidine
dimer. The R266 mutation is this type of event.
My experiments show that the gene VIII promoter, coding sequence,
and terminator contained on the f1 HpaII C fragment (cp insert) comprise
an independent transcription unit which expresses coat protein at a high
level regardless of its position or orientation relative to other viral
transcription, but dependent upon its own intact promoter. The results
demonstrate that transcription of f1 RF can proceed in both directions
relative to the viral strand, when the appropriate regulatory signals
are present. I have found that the -35 sequence upstream of the Pribnow
box is crucial for promoter function in vivo, a result which contrasts
with previous in vitro experiments (Okamoto et al., 1917). Transcrip­
tion of the coat gene from the four other upstream promoters (Figure
4.2) is not required for phage growth. Thus, the "cascade model" is not
needed to explain the high level of coat synthesis, which must approxi­
mate 106 molecules/cell/generation (2.1 x 103 molecules/phage x 103
phage/cell/generation in a wild type infection; see Figure 4.5).
I therefore suggest that the large amount of coat protein produced
during the f1 phage infection cycle is not a direct consequence of the
map location of gene VIII, but is probably regulated by other factors,
such as a high frequency of transcription from the most proximal pro­
moter, stability of the gene VIII mRNA, and the frequency of translation
of the message. A 370-nucleotide RNA coding for gene VIII has been
found to comprise as much as 2% of the RNA transcribed in f1 infected
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cells (Rivera et al., 1978; Cashman and Webster, 1979), and a component
of gene VIII mRNA has been shown to possess a long functional half-life
(La Farina and Model, 1978; Rivera et al., 1978). It has also been
demonstrated that coat protein is not efficiently translated in vitro
from mRNAs isolated in vivo which code for both genes V and VIII, when
compared to mRNA which codes only for gene VIII (Cashman and Webster,
1979).
While gene VIII is expressed at equal levels from its transcrip­
tion unit in both orientations when the site of insertion is nucleotide
5616 of the f1 sequence, insertion in the - orientation at nucleotide
5726 is lethal. This may be due to deleterious effects upon DNA repli­
cation, since this position corresponds to the 3'end of the ori-RNA pri­
mer for complementary strand synthesis (Geider et al., 1978). DNA re­
plication is also adversely affected by the - orientation insert at po­
sition 5616. These effects may be caused by the self-complementarity of
the HpaII C regions (13% of the wild type genome length) in the viral
single-stranded DNA. However, these DNA molecules are efficiently pack­
aged into infectious virions.
The low rates of DNA synthesis in R254 and R212 infections, which
appear to be caused by the cp insert in the IG, correlate with the
kinetics of phage production. Increasing the supply of coat protein by
suppression of the am8H1 allele in Su-1 hosts does not improve phage
production; in these infections DNA synthesis seems to be the limiting
factor. In contrast, DNA levels are near wild type in R253 infections,
but coat protein synthesis is limiting in Su- hosts. Increasing the
coat protein supply in Su-1 hosts allows a higher rate of phage produc­
tion. Thus the rate of f1 phage production is determined by two factors
at least, and these appear to be in an optimal ratio in wild type infec­
tions.
Full-length coat protein synthesis in R253 and R254 infected Su­
hosts is only one-half of the f1 value based on the level of transcrip­
tional template (RF) (Table 4.3). Translation of mRNA from the am8H1
gene copy is also occurring but terminates at codon 2 (codon 25 of pre-
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coat). Possible explanations are: 1) The cellular translational
machinery might be limiting, so that the total amount of gene VIII mRNA
available cannot be utilized for coat protein synthesis. 2) The tran­
scriptional capacity of the host cell might be limiting. 3) The large
amount of amber coat fragment synthesized is detrimental to the infected
cells. In R212 infected Su- hosts full-length coat synthesis is propor­
tional to RF. These levels are only one-tenth of wild type, and so the
effects considered above might not occur.
I have shown that virions can tolerate the combination of wild
type f1 coat monomers with any of several variant coat alleles, and that
the average virion coat composition reflects the pool of coat monomers
synthesized intracellularly. Pratt et al. (1969) have shown phenotypic
mixing between f1 and M13 coat proteins. The amino acid polymorphisms
seen in the coat protein variants thus far isolated all occur near the
amino terminus of the mature coat protein. This portion of the molecule
interacts with the solvent at the surface of the phage particle (Webster
and Cashman, 1978). Presumably specific protein-protein or protein-DNA
interactions are not as important in this region of the protein as in
the hydrophobic central portion or basic carboxy terminus.
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Chapter 5
Structural Instability of f1 Gene VIII mRNA
Containing lac mRNA Sequence at the 5'end
Introduction
Two major factors contributing to the enormous production of the
f1 major coat protein in vivo appear to be the strength of the most
proximal gene VIII promoter (Seeberg and Schaller, 1975; Okamoto et al.,
1975; Edens et al., 1976; Seeburg et al., 1977) and the accumulation of
large amounts of the 369 nucleotide gene VIII mRNA, which has a long
(-10 min) functional and structural half life (LaFarina and Model, 1978;
Rivera et al., 1978). In contrast, the 2000-nucleotide mRNA coding for
another f1 protein, gene II protein, has a short «1 min) half life and
is detected only at low levels, although it is transcribed from a very
efficient promoter (Seeburg and Schaller, 1975; Okamoto et al., 1975;
Edens et al., 1976; Seeburg et al., 1977; Cashman et al., 1980; LaFarina
and Model, 1983). The 2000- and 369-nucleotide mRNAs are 3'coterminal:
both contain gene VIII coding sequences at their 3 'termini, but they
differ at their 5'ends, where gene II is encoded on the 2000-nucleotide
mRNA. Typical mRNAs suoh as the E. coli lac, gal, and � operon mRNAs
are unstable (1-2 min half lives), and are thought to decay in the 5'­
>3' direction (reviewed by Miller and Reznikoff, 1978; Lim and Kennell,
1979).
I therefore thought it possible that the 5'end sequences of an
mRNA might influence its stability. For the study described here, gene
VIII was placed under the control of the lacUV5 promoter such that a hy­
brid mRNA containing the 5' 36 nucleotides of lac mRNA joined to the en­
tire sequence of gene VIII mRNA was transcribed. This mRNA, which can
be translated to give coat protein, is unstable and decays with lac
kinetics in vivo.
Results
Construction of A hybrid lac-gene Y1lI transcription unit
A hybrid lac-gene VIII transcription unit was constructed in vitro
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by replacement of f1 nucleotides 1095-1177 on the wild type cp insert
(Chapter 4) with the lacUV5 operator-promoter, obtained on a 95 bp
EcoRI/PvuII fragment from pGL101 (Guarente et al., 1980; Boeke et al.,
1982). This hybrid fragment, hereafter called the lacVIII tu (Figure
5.1), was cloned in pBR322 and in the cp vector R270 (Chapter 4) at
their respective EcoRI sites. The plasmid clones pJB1 and pJB2 con­
tained the lacVIII tu in opposite orientations, and both expressed f1
gene VIII from the lac promoter, i.e., coat protein was made in vivo and
its production was stimulated by the addition of the lac inducer IPTG to
the medium (Boeke, 1982). However, coat protein synthesis could not be
completely shut off, even in the lac repressor overproducing host K561
(iQ). The partial diploid phages R275 and R276 contained the lacVIII tu
in opposite orientations in the f1 IG (Table 4.2, lines 12, 13) and both
produced wild type f1 coat protein at approximately 10% the level ob­
tained from the coat gene in the normal position (Table 4.4, lines 9-
12). It was shown in Chapter 4 that deletion of the -35 region of the
gene VIII promoter eliminated coat protein expression entirely from the
cp insert in the IG of phages R273 and R274 (see Table 4.2, lines 10,
11; Table 4.4, lines 5-8; Figures 4.3, 4.4). R273 and R274 differ only
in the orientation of the truncated cp insert in the IG. These results,
taken together with the results cited above, indicate that coat protein
expression in the phages and plasmids cannot be attributed to transcrip­
tion from irrelevant upstream promoters present on the vector molecules,
but must be caused by transcription from an active promoter on the
lacVIII tu itself.
Identification of mRNAs from the lacVIII tu
A hybrid lacVIII mRNA of 423 nucleotides would be expected from
transcription initiating at the lac promoter of the lacVIII tu. This
mRNA should contain the first 36 nucleotides of lac mRNA, 18 nucleotides
from f1 gene VII, and the complete 369 n�cluotide gene VIII transcript
ending at the f1 rho-independent terminator. I show below that such a
lacVIII mRNA is produced both in vivo and in vitro from the lacVIII tu.
Plasmid-containing, or phage-infected K38 or K561 (iQ) cells were
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Figure 5.1. Map of the lacVIII tu. This transcription unit consists of
the 95 bp EcoRI/PvuII fragment from pGL101 containing the lacUV5
operator-promoter (open segment) fused to f1 nucleotide 1178, just
upstream of the Pribnow box of the gene VIII promoter on the cp insert
(thin line segment; see Figures 4.1 and 5.6). f1 genes IX, VIII, and
the amino terminus of III are contained on the fragment. The f1 rho­
independent terminator is located between genes VIII and III (solid box
T), overlapping with the weak gene III promoter. The lacUV5 promoter
(solid box P) and fortuitous lacVllI-promoter created by the fusion
(hatched box P; see text and Figure 5.6) are shown along with the ex­
pected 420- and 370-nucleotide RNAs, which were identified as described
in this Chapter.
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grown in peptone, labeled with 32p-Phosphate, and the RNA extracted and
electrophoresed on 4% polyacrylamide gels in TBE buffer. K38 harboring
pJB1 or pJB2 contain two new RNA species whose sizes as estimated from
RNA standards are 420 and 370 nucleotides (Figure 5.2, lanes a-g). The
420-nucleotide RNA is barely detectable in uninduced K561 (iQ) harboring
these plasmids (lanes hand j), but is restored by the addition of IPTG
to the growth medium (lanes i and k).
f1-infected cells contain an RNA which migrates slightly faster
than the 420-nucleotide lac-inducible RNA of pJB1 and pJB2 (Figure 5.3,
lanes b-e). Smits et ale (1980) and Cashman et ale (1980) have charac­
terized an f1 RNA of this size which appears to be a processed species
containing gene VIII coding sequences and ending at the rho-independent
terminator. R276-infected cells contain this processed f1 gene VIII
RNA, but they also contain the 420-nucleotide lac-inducible RNA found in
pJB1 and pJB2 (Figure 5.3, lanes f-i). The presence of the processed f1
gene VIII RNA makes it more difficult to see the lac-inducible RNA in
R276 , compared with pJB1 and pJB2, which lack the processed f1 gene VIII
RNA species. However, the 420-nucleotide lac-inducible RNAs of pJB1,
pJB2, and R276 comigrate on the gel (Figure 5.2, compare lanes h-k with
lane 1). The 420-nucleotide lac-inducible RNA is absent in wild type
f1-infected cells (Figure 5.3, compare lanes b-e with f-i).
Northern hybridization analysis of unlabeled RNA from cells har-
boring R276 or pJB2 showed a -420-nucleotide species that reacted with
a 32P-labeled lacOP probe (Figure 5.4, lanes i,j). This RNA was not
detected in cells harboring f1 or pBR322 (lanes h,k). The longest RNAs
from cells harboring pJB2 which reacted with a gene VIII probe were
about 450 nucleotides (lane c). In contrast, f1- or R276-infected cells
contained, in addition, several much longer RNAs that reacted with the
gene VIII probe (lanes a,b), in agreement with the data of Smits et ale
(1980), Cashman et ale (1980), and La Fari�a end Model (1983).
Adventitious -32 region
The presence of the 370-nucleotide RNA in pJB1- and pJB2-
containing cells and the failure of the lac repressor overproducing host
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Figure 5.2. pJB1 and pJB2 specify a �-i�ducible RNA. Cells were
grown3�n peptone without (-) or with (+) 10- M IPTG as inducer, labeledwith P-phosphate, and the RNA extracted and electrophoresed on a 4%
polyacrylamide gel in TBE buffer as described in Chapter 2. The host
strains and plasmids were: K38.pBR322 (-)b, (+)c; K38.pJB1 (-)d, (+)e;
K38.pJB2 (-)f, (+)g; K561.pJB1 (-)h, (+)1; K561.pJB2 (-)j, (+)k; K561
infected with R276 (+)1. The positions of the lacVIII, processed f1
VIII, and gene VIII RNAs are shown on the right. Lane a contains the
RNAse III cleavage products of T7 DNA transcribed in vitro (kindly pro­
vided by H. Frankfort) as size markers; sizes in nucleotides are indi­
cated at the left (Dunn and Studier, 1981). 0 marks the gel origin,.
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Figure 5.3. R276 specifies a lac-ind�5ible RNA. Cells were grown in
peptone without (-) or with (+) 10 M IPTG as inducer, infected with
R276 or wild type f1 phage, labeled with 32p-Phosphate, and RNA was ex­
tracted and electrophoresed on a 4% polyacrylamide gel in TBE buffer as
described in Chapter 2. Phage and host strains were: f1/K38 (-)b,
f1/K561 (-)c, f1/K38 (+)d, f1/K561 (+)e, R276/K38 (-)f, R276/K561 (-)g,
R276/K38 (+)h, R276/K561 (+)i, uninfected K561 (-)j, uninfected K561
(+)k. The positions of the lacVIII, processed f1 VIII, and gene VIII
RNAs are shown on the right. T7 RNA size markers in lane a are




Figure 5.4. Northern hybridization of lac- and gene VIII-containing
RNAs. Unlabeled RNA extracted from K38 infected with R276 (lanes b,i)
or wild type f1 (a,h) and K38 harboring pJB2 (c,j) or pBR322 (d,k) was
glyoxalated, electrophoresed on a 2.5% agarose gel in 10 mM phosphate
buffer (pH 7.1), transferred to nitrocellulose, and hybridized (Branch
et al., 1981) to 3'end-labeled probes prepared as described in Chapter
2. Lanes a-d were hybridized to a 128 bp MboI/TaqI fragment of f1 RF
spanning positions 1382-1510 (internal to gene VIII); lanes h-k to the
95 bp EcoRI/PvuII lacUV5 operator-promoter fragment from pGL101
(Guarente et al., 19806. Washing of the filters was carried out at 730
(gene VIII probe) or 65 (lacOP probe), since the postulated, short 36
bp lacOP probe/lacVIII mRNA hybrid was calculated to have a Tm of -750
(Davis et al., 1980), and indeed was not detected when washed at 730•
Exposure was at -700 for 4 days (lanes a-f) or 3 weeks (lanes g-k). Hy­
bridization near the gel origin (0) is due to phage, plasmid, and host
DNA. Labeled RNA size markers (kindly provided by A. Branch) were
glyoxalated, electrophoresed, and transferred from the same gel: (e)
359-nucleotide linear PSTV (Gross et al., 1980), (f) 371-nucleotide
linear and circular CEV (Visvader et al., 1982), (g) 264, 392, 561, 578,
1140, 1670, and 2749 nucleotide RNAse III cleavage products of T7 DNA
transcribed in vitro (Dunn and Studier, 1981). A scale in kb calculated
from the T7 markers is shown on the left.
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K561 to shut off coat protein synthesis completely were at first puz-
zling, since a cp insert missing f1 nucleotides 1095-1177 could not
direct coat protein synthesis in the phages R273 and R274 (Chapter 4).
This cp insert was also cloned in pBR322 to give pJB84 and pJB85 (see
Figure 5.6, lines 3-6). The 370-nucleotide RNA was not produced in K38
harboring these plasmids (Figure 5.5, lanes e,f). In contrast, pJB81, a
clone of the am8Hl allele cp insert which contains nucleotides 1095-
1924, obtained from phage R267 (Chapter 4), produced a large quantity of
370-nucleotide RNA in K38 cells (Figure 5.5, lane d). [The analogous
wild type cp insert from R269 cannot be cloned in pBR322 due to the
lethal effect of high levels of coat protein expressed from the gene
VIII transcription unit in uninfected cells (Boeke, 1982). The approxi­
mately tenfold lower level of coat protein expressed from the lacVIII tu
in pJB1 and pJB2 is not lethal.] Cleavage at position 1178 separates the
Pribnow box of the gene VIII promoter from its -35 region. Inspection
of the DNA sequence surrounding the fusion of the 95 bp lacOP fragment
to f1 position 1178 revealed that the cloning manipulation had placed
lac mRNA sequences which were fortuitously similar to the prokaryotic
consensus -35 region 35 bp upstream of the gene VIII Pribnow box (Figure
5.6, line 2). Thus, a new hybrid lacVIII promoter was formed. The
370-nucleotide RNA in pJB1- and pJB2-containing cells is probably ini­
tiated at this hybrid promoter, but probably is identical to authentic
gene VIII mRNA in sequence. This RNA is not under lac control, and
therefore coat protein synthesis cannot be completely repressed in K561
(iQ) cells.
The lacVIII tu, obtained as an EcoRI fragment purified from R276
RF, directed the synthesis of 420- and 370-nucleotide RNAs in an in vi­
tro transcription reaction. The HpaII-H-C fusion fragment from R274
(-35 region deletion; see Figure 5.6, line 3) directed the synthesis of
very little 370-nucleotide RNA compared to the analogous wild type
HpaII-H-C (undeleted) fragment from R272 (data not shown).
Structural decay of the lacVIII mRNA
Far less 420-nucleotide lacVIII mRNA than 370-nucleotide gene VIII








Figure 5.5. Gene VIII transcription unit with deletion of -35 region
��es not specify gene VIII RNA in vivo. Growth of cells in peptone,P-phosphate labeling, RNA extraction, and electrophoresis on a 4% po­
lyacrylamide gel in TBE buffer were performed as described in Chapter 2.
Strains were: lane (b) K38.pBR322, (c) K38.pJB2, (d) K38.pJB81, (e)
K38.pJB84, (f) K38.pJB85, (g) K38 infected with wild type f1. Lane a
contains T7 RNA markers as described for Figure 5.2. The positions of
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consensus tgTI'GACA-ttt - - - - - - - - - atttgtTATAATg- - - -cat
-35 region Pribnow box: �
Figure 5.6. DNA sequences at -35 regions of active and inactive gene
VIII promoters. Nucleotides homologous to the consensus -35 region and
Pribnow box of prokaryotic promoters (line 8; Rosenberg and Court,
1979) are in bold face. Numbering of positions refers to f1 sequence
unless otherwise noted (i.e., lac mRNA, pBR322). The ThaI site at posi­
tion 1176 separating the -35 region and Pribnow box of the f1 gene VIII
promoter (line 1) is in bold face, as are the EcoRI sites at the junc­
tions of the -35 region deletion cp inserts in R274, R273, pJB84, and
pJB85 (lines 3-6). The sequences upstream of the gene VIII Pribnow box
in these constructions have little homology to the consensus -35 region.
These hybrid promoters are inactive, as indicated by lack of small ini­
tiation arrows. The hybrid lacVIII promoter (line 2) has sequences in
its -35 region which derive from positions 18-36 of lac mRNA and which
reconstitute an active gene VIII promoter. These are homologous to the
consensus -35 sequence. The E. coli lacUV5 promoter (line 7) is shown
for comparison. The sequence shown for R274 was determined by the di­
deoxy terminator technique of Sanger et ale (1977); the lacVIII, R273,
pJB84 , and pJB85 sequences are predicted, based on the method of con­
struction and the published sequences for lac (Reznikoff and Abelson,
1978), f1 (Hill and Petersen, 1982), and pBR322 (Sutcliffe, 1979).
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mRNA was seen in vivo (Figures 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4). This could be ex­
plained by: 1) inefficiency of the lacUV5 promoter compared to the wild
type gene VIII promoter or the fortuitous hybrid promoter on the lacVIII
tu, and/or 2) instability of the 420-nucleotide RNA compared to the
370-nucleotide RNA. The half life of the 370-nucleotide gene VIII tran­
script is about 10 min (La Farina and Model, 1978; Rivera et al.,
1978), while that of lac operon mRNA is about 1.5 min (Lim and Kennell,
1979).
I investigated the relative stabilities of the 420- and 370-
nucleotide mRNAs by pre-labeling cells with 32p_phosphate as before and
then adding rifampicin to block initiation of transcription. Samples
were removed just prior to, 2 min after, and 10 min after rifampicin ad­
dition, and the RNA was extracted immediately. The 370-nucleotide f1
gene VIII mRNA was quite stable under these conditions, with an approxi­
mate half life of 10 min (Figure 5.7, lanes b,c,d). The 370-nucleotide
gene VIII mRNA from the fortuitous hybrid promoter on the lacVIII tu in
pJB2 was similarly stable (lanes e,f,g). In contrast, most of the 420-
nucleotide lacVIII mRNA had decayed by 2 min after rifampicin addition,
and by 10 min this mRNA had disappeared entirely (lanes e,f,g). Unlike
the lacVIII mRNA, the slightly smaller processed f1 gene VIII mRNA ap­
peared to be stable (lanes b,c,d).
Discussion
Attachment of the 5' 36 nucleotides of the lac operon mRNA at the
5' end of the 369-nucleotide gene VIII mRNA appears to drastically
reduce the stability of the gene VIII mRNA. The hybrid lacVIII mRNA de­
cays with the lac half life of -1.5 min, as opposed to the gene VIII
half life of -10 min. This result suggests that the 5'end of these
mRNAs has an important role in determining stability. It is not yet
known whether the 420-nucleotide lacVIII mRNA is completely degraded, or
whether it decays to a smaller, stable species. One possibility is that
it is processed to yield a 370-nucleotide gene VIII mRNA. Likewise, the
2000-nucleotide gene II mRNA, which is 3' coterminal with the gene VIII
mRNA, is very unstable (Cashman et al., 1980; La Farina and Model,
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Figure 5.7. Decay of the lacVIII RNA. K38 cells were grown in peptone
to log phase, 32infected with f1, and labeled from 15-45 min post­infection with P-�hosPhate. K38.pJB2 were grown to the same densityin peptone plus 10- M IPTG, and then labeled for 30 min. At the end of
the labeling periods, rifampicin was added to 200 ug/ml final concentra­
tion. Samples were removed just prior to',2 min after, and 10 min after
rifampicin addition, and the RNA was extracted immediately. Conditions
for RNA labeling, extraction and electrophoresis on a 4% polyacrylamide
gel were as described in Chapter 2. T7 RNA size markers in lane a are
as described for Figure 5.2. Samples are: f1-infected K38 just prior
to (b), 2 min after (c), and 10 min after (d) rifampicin addition;
K38.pJB2 just prior to (e), 2 min after (f), and 10 min after (g) rifam­
picin addition. The positions of the lacVIII, processed f1 VIII, and
gene VIII RNAs are shown on the right.
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1983). The accumulation of the processed f1 gene VIII mRNA species
identified by Smits et ale (1980) and Cashman et ale (1980) suggests
that the 2000-nucleotide gene II mRNA could be decaying to yield this
species.
The decay phenomenon might be explained by either or both of the
following considerations. 1) The 5'end sequence directly mediates de­
cay; for example, by providing a recognition site for an RNAse. The
extent of translation of the 5'end of the mRNA could also influence sus­
ceptibility to degradation. 2) The altered sequence at the 5'end in
some way prevents the functioning of a stabilizing sequence within the
gene VIII mRNA, perhaps by altering the secondary structure. Transla­
tional effects could conceivably playa role here also, although the lac
AUG is not included in the hybrid lacVIII mRNA.
The 18 internal gene VII nucleotides that presumably connect the
lac and gene VIII mRNA sections are normally present on the processed,
slightly longer gene VIII mRNA which accumulates in vivo (Smits et al.,
1980; Cashman et al., 1980). Thus, it is unlikely that this portion of
the lacVIII mRNA is responsible for its destabilization.
The -35 "recognition" sequence upstream of the Pribnow box (Rosen­
berg and Court, 1979) appears to be essential for gene VIII promoter
function both in vivo and in vitro. Replacement at the correct position
with DNA homologous to the consensus sequence generated a weaker pro­
moter, while replacement with nonhomologous DNA destroyed promoter func­
tion. Okamoto et ale (1977) had obtained data suggesting that the -35
region was not required for gene VIII promoter function in vitro, a
result at variance with the data for most other prokaryotic promoters
and with my results. Their results might be explained by the reaction
conditions they employed. In f1 as in other prokaryotic genomes, -35
sequences are important for promoter activity. The -35 region of the
gene III promoter likewise seems to be essential for promoter function
in vivo. Furthermore, a Pribnow box sequence lacking a -35 region,
which is present on the - strand of f1 at pOSition 5357, is not active
as a promoter in vitro (data not shown).
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Chapter 6
A Rho-dependent Transcription Termination Signal in Bacteriophage f1
Introduction
Transcription termination in the filamentous bacteriophage f1 (fd,
M13) has been shown to occur at a site immediately following gene VIII
in vitro (Edens et al., 1915; Sugimoto et al., 1917) and in vivo (Rivera
et al., 1978; Cashman et al., 1980). Transcripts formed in vitro in the
absence of the E. coli termination factor rho (Roberts, 1969) range in
size from the 369 nucleotide gene VIII transcript to genome length RNAs
(Okamoto et al., 1915; Seeburg and Schaller, 1915; Edens et al., 1975;
Chan et al., 1975). Addition of purified rho protein to an in vitro
transcription system reduced the sizes of the RNAs made, but the termi­
nation sites have not been characterized (Takanami et al., 1910; 1911).
The longest transcripts seen in vivo are about 4000 nucleotides
and do not contain gene VIII coding sequences; rather, they are con­
tained within the infrequently transcribed (IF) region of the genome
shown in Figures 1.1 and 6.1a (Smits et al., 1980; LaFarina and Model,
1983).
The longest transcripts from the frequently transcribed (F) region
are about 2000 nucleotides and contain gene VIII sequences near their
3'terminl (Cashman and Webster, 1919; Cashman et al., 1980; Smits et
al., 1980; LaFarina and Model, 1983). The IF and F regions are separat­
ed by the 505 bp intergenic region (IG) which contains the origins of +
and strand DNA replication (Tabak et al., 1974; Horiuchi and Zinder,
1916; Suggs and Ray, 1977) but lacks protein coding sequences (Vovis et
al., 1975; van den Hondel et al., 1976). Very few if any transcripts
cross the IG (Smits et al., 1980; LaFarina and Model, 1983). Since
transcripts made in vitro in the absence of rho protein do cross the IG,
it seemed possible that a rho-dependent terminator located in the IG
might act to prevent transcription through this region in vivo.
Rho-dependent terminators which have been characterized are !tR1
(Rosenberg et al., 1978; Court et al., 1980), ltRO (Calva and Burgess,
1980), the E. coli tRNATyr terminator (Kupper et al., 1918), and trp �,
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(Platt, 1981; Wu et al., 1981). These terminators all occur in A-T rich
regions. Except for tro �', the actual sites of termination are pre­
ceeded by the common sequence (CA)ATCAA. A region of dyad symmetry also
preceeds the termination sites in ltR1 and ltRO• However, none of the
transcripts terminated at these sites end in runs of U's, in contrast to
RNAs terminated at rho-independent terminators (Adhya and Gottesman,
1978; Rosenberg and Court, 1979). The transcripts terminated in vitro
in the presence of rho protein have heterogeneous 3'ends scattered
across 2-5 (�tR1' �tRO' tRNATyr) or 50 (��') nucleotides.
Since the mechanism by which rho causes transcription termination
is still obscure, I sought to characterize a new rho-dependent termina­
tion signal in order to discover more about the nature of rho action in
vivo. In the work presented here, an f1 rho-dependent terminator was
identified by cloning the gene IV-IG boundary region in a plasmid vector
in which termination signals inserted between the galactose promoter
(� and the galactokinase gene (8SlK) prevent expression of galactok­
inase on the plasmid (McKenney et al., 1981). Then, termination was
studied in this region of the normal f1 phage genome during infection of
rho+ and rho- hosts, using Northern hybridization analysis and S1 nu­
clease mapping methods.
Results
Identification of s rho-dependent transcription termination signal
distal to gene II
The HgaI/HpaII 469 restriction fragment spanning 350 bp of the f1
gene IV carboxyl terminus and 119 bp of the IG (Figure 6.1b) was cloned
in the plasmid vector pKG1900 of McKenney et ale (1981) between the E.
coli galactose promoter (�and the structural gene for the enzyme
galactokinase (gslK) (see Figure 6.2). Complementation of a gslK
missense mutation in host strain K702 (N100 galE+Z+X-, recA-) was used
to score terminator phenotypes on MacConkey galactose ampicillin indica­
tor plates. Clones containing a functional terminator prevent tran­
scription of gslK on the plasmid and give white colonies on MacGal
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Figure 6.1. Map showing f1 genome, terminator plasmid clones, and hy­
bridization probes. a. Map of bacteriophage f1, shown opened between
genes VIII and III. Genes are denoted by Roman numerals, nucleotide po­
sitions in kb are from the unique HincII site. IG is the intergenic re­
gion containing the origins of - and + strand DNA synthesis and the
rho-dependent transcription termination signal. IF and F denote the in­
frequently and frequently transcribed regions of the genome, respective­
ly (LaFarina and Model, 1983). A rho-independent termination signal ex­
ists between genes VIII and III (Edens et al., 1975; Rivera et al.,
1978). The region surrounding the IG is shown expanded below the com­
plete map. b. f1 DNA fragments cloned in terminator plasmid vectors are
aligned below the expanded f1 map. Names of fragments refer to restric­
tion enzymes used to generate 5'/3'ends and sizes of fragments in bp.
Open bars indicate fragments active as terminators, hatched bars indi­
cate inactive fragments. c. f1 DNA fragments used for 3'end labeled hy­
bridization probes are aligned with the expanded f1 map. The three
fragments on the top line were used in the Northern hybridization exper­








Figure 6.2. The pKG1900 plasmid assay for transcription terminators,
developed by McKenney et ale (1981). Plasmid pKG1900 contains the E.
coli galactose promoter (i!al) and the structural gene for the enzyme
galactokinase (salK), with a SmaI site for cloning located between them.
In pKG1900 transcription of BalK from the sal promoter causes expression
of the enzyme, which can complement a salK host mutation. Insertion of
a functional termination signal at the cloning site prevents transcrip­
tion of BSlK, so complementation is abolished. MacConkey galactose in­
dicator plates provide a simple test for complementation by the plasmid
in a salK mutant host: complementers give red colonies, non­
complementers are white. Thus a host harboring pKG1900 which expresses
galactokinase is red, while clones with a functional terminator insert
are white.
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Table s .a. Terminator Activity of Gene IV-IG Boundary Fragments In vivo
Sl nuclease
Terminator Orient- MacGal mapping assay
fragment ation Vector Host assay 3'-end 5565




+ " K79l(rho+) w y
"
+ " K793 (zho") r n
HaeIII/HpaII 201 + pKGlOO K702 (zho") w y
" " "
r
RsaI/HpaII 129 + " " w y
" " "
r
ThaI/HpaII 82 + " " r n
" " "
r
HaeIII/HaeII 150 + " " r n
" " "
r
Hae I II/MboII 167 + " " r n
" " "
r
None pKG1900 " r
None pKGlOO " r
Locations of terminator fragment endpoints on the fl genome are shown in
Fig. 6.1. Orientation + means Pgal-promoted transcription on the vector
crosses the terminator fragment in the same direction as fl transcription
on the phage genome/so that transcripts contain viral (+) strand sequences;
- means the inverse orientation. Vectors contain pgal-cloning sites-galK,
pBR322 origin of replication and ampicillin resistance gene (McKenney�al.,
1981). K702 is (NIOO galE+T+K-, recA- rho+) , K79l is (C600 galE+T+K-, recA-,
rho+) , and K793 is (C600 galE+T+K�recA-, rho-). wand r indicate white or
red colonies at 370 on MacConkey galactose ampicillin plates, corresponding
to terminator and non-terminator phenotype, respectively. Sl nuclease map­
ping was performed using a cognate DNA probe from each terminator plasmid
clone 3'end labeled at the fl HinfI 5439 site, or at the vector HinfI 463
site in the galE sequence for clones lacking the fl HinfI site (RsaI/HpaII
129 and ThaI/HpaII 82). 3'end 5565 refers to fl position 5565 within term­
inator fragments; y indicates the presence, n the absence of an RNA 3'end
at this position in the clones.
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tional terminator are red in this host (McKenney et al., 1981). The
HgaI/HpaII 469 fragment inserted with the + orientation such that �­
promoted transcripts contain f1 viral (+) strand sequences (as do all f1
transcripts produced during infection) gave a white terminator pheno­
type, while the inverse (-) orientation gave a red non-terminator pheno­
type (Table 6.1, lines 1 and 2). Thus, this fragment is active as a
terminator only in its naturally occurring orientation.
The nitA702ts allele, hereafter referred to simply as rho-, has
been characterized as a temperature sensitive rho mutation. The origi­
nal rho mutant strain is inviable at high temperature, but allows tran­
scription of 1 DNA independent of the H gene even at low temperatures.
The purified mutant rho protein has altered properties in vitro (Inoko
et al., 1977; Imai and Shigesada, 1978; Shigesada and Imai, 1978).
Strains K793 (gg1K-, recA-, rho-) and K791 (gg1K-, recA-, rho+) were
constructed from gg1K missense strain K701 (C600 gaIE+X+X-) by P1
transduction and used as hosts to test terminator function by the MacGal
assay. The terminator phenotype of clone HgaI/HpaII 469+ was abolished
in rho- strain K793 (Table 6.1, line 4).
Subclones of the HgaI/HpaII 469 terminator fragment were con­
structed in the plasmid vector pKG100 (pKG1900 with multiple cloning
sites between � and gg1K; K. McKenney, personal communication), and
tested for terminator activity in the MacGal plate assay (Figure 6.1b;
Table 6.1, lines 5-14). The smallest fragment tested which still had
terminator activity, RsaI/HpaII 129 (line 7), contained the last 10 nu­
cleotides of gene IV and 119 nucleotides of the IG. Fragment ThaI/HpaII
82, whose 5'end is 35 bp distal to the gene IV UAG, did not have termi­
nator activity (line 9). Fragment HaeIII/MboII 167, whose 3'end is 79
bp distal to the gene IV UAG, did not have terminator activity (line
13). Thus a region of -100 nucleotides distal to gene IV is necessary
for transcription termination in the pKG1900 assay system.
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Detection of longer 11 RNA species containing lY sequences in A
rho- host
RNA extracted at 20 min postinfection from f1 infected K819 (rho-)
and K38 (rho+) hosts was glyoxalated, electrophoresed on a 1.2% agarose
gel, transferred to nitrocellulose, and hybridized (Alwine et al., 1977
as modified by Branch et al., 1981) to 3'end labeled DNA probes (Figure
6.1c) containing f1 sequences internal to gene IV (HinfI 774), distal to
gene IV but internal to the IG (TaqI/MboII 271), or farther downstream
from gene IV and internal to gene II (TaqI 705). Figure 6.3 shows the
results of this experiment. The pattern of f1 RNAs detected with the
gene IV probe is altered in the rho- (lane e) as compared to the rho+
host (lane d). There are new prominent species of -1800 nucleotides
present in the rho- host which are not present in the rho+ host, in
which the most prominent species are -1600 nucleotides. The amount of
RNA hybridizing to the gene IV probe is increased in the rho- host, par­
ticularly the larger species between 1800 and 4200 nucleotides. The IG
probe reacts principally with the -1800 nucleotide RNAs detected only in
the rho- host (lane g). The -1600 nucleotide species detected with the
gene IV probe in the rho+ host do not hybridize to the IG probe (lane
f). In contrast, the RNA patterns observed using the gene II probe
(which comes from the frequently transcribed region of the genome) are
similar in the rho- and rho+ strains, except for some shift towards the
higher molecular weight species (1500-2000 nucleotides) in the rho­
strain (lanes h,i).
The longest RNA species detected with the gene IV probe are -4000
and -4200 nucleotides in the rho+ and rho- hosts, respectively (Figure
6.3, lanes d,e, tenfold longer exposure not shown). The -4200 nucleo­
tide species seen in the rho- host also react with the IG probe, but the
-4000 nucleotide species found in the rho+ host do not (lanes f,g). The
longest RNAs hybridizing to the gene II probe are -2000 nucleotides in
both rho+ and rho- hosts (lanes h,i). Genome length transcripts (6400
nucleotides) were not visible in either the rho- or the rho+ host in














Figure 6.3. Detection of longer f1 RNAs hybridizing to the 10 in a rho­
host. RNA from f1 infected K38 (rho+), 1819 (rho-), and uninfected 1819
grown at 41.50 was treated with pancreatic DNAse, glyoxalated, and elec­
trophoresed on a 1.2% agarose ��l in 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.1(Branch et al., 1981). Uniformly P -labeled f1 (R219) DNA size markers
were glyoxalated and run in parallel. The nucleic acids were
transferred to nitrocellulose and hybridized to 3'end labeled f1 DNA
probes. Lane a) size markers: f1 viral strands and RF treated with
HaeIII at 650• Single-stranded DNA is not cleaved under these condi­
tions. The sizes of the bands in nucleotides are, from top to bottom,
6415 (genome length), 2685, 1623, 849, and 774 (a fusion fragment in
R219 caused by conversion of HaeIII sites at f1 positions 5725 and 5867
to EcoRI sites by 4 base insertions; thus R219 is 8 bases longer than
wild type f1; J. Boeke, unpublished). Scale at left is marked in kb, 0
shows gel origin, and. indicates position of bromophenol blue dye
marker. Lane b) RNAse treated t1 infected 1819 RNA. Lane c) uninfected
1819 RNA. Lanes e, g, i) f1 infected 1819 (rho-) RNA. Lanes d, f, h)
f1 infected 138 (rho+) RNA. Lanes b-e were hybridized to probe HintI
774 (internal to gene IV), lanes f-g to probe TaqI/MboII 271 (distal to
gene IV and internal to 10), and lanes h-i to probe TaqI 705 (farther
downstream from gene IV and internal to gene II); see Figure 6.1c. Ten­
fold longer exposure of the filter (not shown) revealed no bands in
lanes b-c, no bands longer than the 4.2 kb band (faintly visible here)
in lanes d-g, and no bands longer than 2 kb in lanes h-i.
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� nuclease mapping of transcripts in the gene lY-� boundary �
gion reveals A rho-dependent �'end
RNA from f1 infected K819 (rho-) and K38 (rho+) was hybridized to
3'end labeled DNA probes (Figure 6.1c) and digested with S1 nuclease
(Aiba et al., 1981). The protected DNA products were electrophoresed on
sequencing gels next to the same 3'end labeled DNA fragments which had
been subjected to Maxam-Gilbert sequencing reactions (Maxam and Gilbert,
1980). Using probe HinfI/TaqI 241 labeled at f1 position 5439 in the
carboxyl terminus of gene IV and extending 188 bp past the gene IV UAG
into the IG, protected DNA bands of -121 and -212 nucleotides were seen
in the rho+ host, labeled 3'(5565) and 3'(5650) respectively (Figure
6.4, lanes g,g'; the lower portion of Figure 6.4 shows a darker print of
the same autoradiogram, on which the 3'(5565) bands are more clearly
visible). These bands correspond to RNA 3'ends at positions -5565 and
-5650 in the 1G (Figure 6.4, lanes i,j,i',j'). No protected DNA bands
shorter than the -127 nucleotide band 3'(5565) were observed. The -127
nucleotide band was absent when f1 RNA from the rho- host was used, and
the amount of protected DNA longer than -220 nucleotides was greatly in­
creased (Figure 6.4, lanes e,e'). The same results were obtained using
RNA from cells infected at either 340 or 41.50• Thus, in this as in the
A system (1noko et al., 1971), the effect of the rho mutation nitAZ02ts
is not temperature dependent. The high temperature could be tested in
K819 since these cells are not very temperature sensitive for growth,
and support f1 phage production at one-third the rate of the wild type
host at high temperature (M. Russel, personal communication).
To confirm that the absence of transcription termination at posi­
tion 5565 in the f1 gene 1V-IG boundary region in host K819 was caused
by the mutant rho allele, a plasmid clone of the wild type rho allele
(pEG25, obtained from M. Gottesman) was introduced by transformation
into K819 and K38, and S1 mapping of f1 RNA from these hosts was per­
formed with probe Hinf1/Taq1 247 as described above (data not shown).
The 3'end at position 5565 was restored and protected DNA longer than
-220 nucleotides was eliminated in host K831 (K819.pEG25). Thus, the
wild type rho clone complemented the rho mutation in (819. The mul-
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Figure 6.4. S1 nuclease mapping of rho-dependent f1 RNA 3'end. 3'end
labeled probe HinfI/TaqI 247 was hybridized to RNA from uninfectd K819
(lanes a,b), uninfected K38 (lanes c,d), f1 infected K819 (rho-) (lanes
e,f), and f1 infected K38 (rho+) (lanes g,h). Samples in lanes a, c, e,
and g were digested with S1 nuclease. The 3'end labeled probe was also
subjected to the C+T (lane i) and G (lane j) sequencing reactions of
Maxam and Gilbert (1980). Samples were electrophoresed on an 8%
acrylamide, 7M urea gel in TBE buffer. 0 marks the origin. For lanes
a-j the position of the xylene cyanol dye is shown at the bottom left
(� ). Electrophoresis was carried out for a shorter time on samples
marked with primes; the middle and bottom right (� ) mark the positions
of the xylene cyanol and bromophenol blue dyes respectively. The intact
DNA probe and protected DNA fragments corresponding to RNA 3'ends at the
indicated nucleotide positions are marked. The lower portion of the
figure shows a darker print of the part of the autoradiogram bracketed
in the upper portion. Protected DNA bands comigrating with sequencing
reaction bands correspond to the previous nucleotide in the f1 sequence,
since the Max�Gilbert reactions eliminate the modified terminal nu­
cleotide but protection from S1 digestion retains it. RNA for this ex­
periment was extracted from cells grown and infected at 340, but identi­
cal results were obtained with cells grown and infected at 41.50 (not
shown).
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ticopy rho clone gave no effect beyond the normal function of the single
copy genomic locus: S1 mapping results with hosts K38, K535
(K38.pBR322), K836 (K38.pEG25), and K837 (K819.pEG25) were all identi­
cal.
RNA was transcribed in vitro in the absence of rho protein, using
as template wild type f1 RF and RF of the vector phage CGF3 (Collabora-'
tive Research), which contains an insertion of 13 nucleotides at posi­
tion 5615 which creates a PstI site. The in vitro RNA, and in vivo RNA
from rho+ and rho- hosts infected with f1 or CGF3, was used for S1 map­
ping with probe HinfI/TaqI 247 for f1 or the corresponding fragment
HinfI/TaqI 260 for CGF3 (data not shown). The entire lengths of the
probes were protected with in vitro RNA. No -127 nucleotide band
corresponding to rho-dependent 3'end 5565 was formed. Only a very low
amount of the -212 nucleotide band corresponding to rho-independent
3'end 5650 was seen. The length of this band in CGF3 was -225 nucleo­
tides, so that the CGF3 3'end mapped to the same sequence as at f1 posi­
tion 5650. In vivo RNA from f1 and CGF3 gave rho-dependent 3'end 5565
and rho-independent 3'end 5650 in the amounts seen in previous experi­
ments. Thus, rho-dependent 3'end 5565 is not seen in vitro in the ab­
sence of rho protein, while rho-independent 3'end 5650 is formed very
ineffiCiently in vitro.
f1 position 5565 is contained on all the clones with a terminator
fragment insert, but position 5650 is not contained on any of them. S1
mapping was therefore done on RNA extracted from strain K702 (rho+) con­
taining the terminator fragment clones, in order to correlate the termi­
nator phenotype with the rho-dependent 3'end at f1 position 5565. Cog­
nate probes obtained from the terminator plasmids were 3'end labeled at
the f1 HinfI 5439 site or at the vector HinfI 463 site in the galE se­
quence for clones lacking the f1 HinfI site. A protected DNA band
corresponding to 3'end 5565 was seen using RNA from terminator clones
active in the MacGal assay (Table 6.1). A band corresponding to 3'end
5565 was not seen in clones which were not active as terminators in the
MacGal assay. Furthermore, 3'end 5565 was not seen in clone HgaI/HpaII
469+ in the rho- host K793 (line 4), which also correlates with this
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clone's non-terminator phenotype in the MacGal assay in K793.
Gene VIII RNA ends at the previously described rho-independent
terminator of f1 (Edens et al., 1975; Sugimoto et al., 1977; Rivera et
al., 1978; Cashman et al., 1980). As a control experiment, S1 mapping
was performed in the region surrounding this terminator. No differences
in the protected DNA bands corresponding to gene VIII RNA terminating at
nucleotide 1564 were detected in the rho- versus the rho+ host using
probe HinfI 610 spanning f1 nucleotides 1404-2014 (data not shown).
Termination is not affected in nusAl mutant host
The E. coli termination factor nusA is involved in transcription
termination at several E. coli operons (Ward and Gottesman, 1981; Green­
blatt et al., 1981). However, S1 mapping with probe HinfI/TaqI 247 of
RNA from an f1 infected nusAl mutant host (K831) revealed no alteration
of the 3'ends detected at the f1 rho-dependent terminator.
Quantity of rho-dependent �'end is unchanged in RNAse III- host
Differential stability of RNAs with different 3'ends could account
for the low amount of correct 3'end 5565 detected in the rho+ host com­
pared to the 10-20 fold excess of "readthrough RNA" seen in the rho­
host (Figure 6.4, lane g vs. e). I considered the possibility that the
E. coli processing enzyme RNAse III might act at hairpin A shown in Fig­
ure 6.6 to cleave and thus destabilize the correctly terminated RNA.
However, S1 mapping experiments with probe HinfI/TaqI 247 of f1 RNA from
an RNAse III- host (K829) showed no difference in the amount or distri­
bution of 3'ends compared to the wild type host.
f1 transcripts in rho- host end within downstream region of lY
In order to determine whether the longer f1 transcripts detected
in the rho- host went through the IG into gene II or stopped within the
IG near the origin of DNA replication, probes HpaII 383 and TaqI 359
(Figure 6.1c) were used for S1 mapping as above (Figure 6.5). Very lit­
tle DNA protected from Sl was seen when these probes were hybridized to
RNA from f1 infected rho+ cells (lane b). Several intense bands were
detected with RNA from f1 infected rho- cells (lane d). These 3'ends






Figure 6.5. S1 nuclease mapping of f1 "readthrough RNA" in rho- host.
3'end labeled probe HpaII 383 was hybridized to RNA from f1 infected K38
(rho+) (lanes a,b), f1 infected K819 (rho-) (lanes c,d), uninfected K38
(lanes e,f), and uninfected K819 (lanes g,h). Samples in lanes b, d, f,
and h were digested with S1 nuclease. Electrophoresis was on an 8%
acrylamide, 7M urea gel in TBE buffer; 0 marks the origin, � indicates
the position of the xylene cyanol dye. The 3'end labeled probe was also
subjected to the C+T and G Maxam-Gilbert sequencing reactions and elec­
trophoresed in parallel (not shown) to identify the protected DNA bands
in lane d. The intact DNA probe and protected DNA fragments correspond­
ing to RNA 3'ends at the indicated nucleotide positions are marked. The
-15 adjacent bands beginning at position 5733 occur within the sequence
of the ori-RNA primer for - strand DNA synthesis (see Figure 6.6). RNA
for this experiment was extracted from cells grown and infected at
41.50'obut identical results were obtained with cells grown and infected
at 34 (not shown). The prominent protected "readthrough" bands were
also identified using probe TaqI 359 (not shown).
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Figure 6.6. Sequence and structure of the f1 rho-dependent transcrip­
tion termination signal. The f1 viral (+) strand sequence from posi­
tions 5486-5851 (Hill and Petersen, 1982) is drawn in potential secon­
dary structures (Beck and Zink, 1981) distal to gene IV, and near the
origins of - and + strand DNA synthesis (denoted by ori-RNA and nick by
gene II protein, respectively). Restriction sites referred to in Figure
6.1 are underlined. The open triangles ( � ) at positions 5488 and 5616
mark the 5' and 3' boundaries respectively of active terminator clone
RsaI/HpaII 129+. The stippled triangles (.) at positions 5535 and
5579 mark, respectively, the 5' boundary of inactive terminator clone
ThaI/HpaII 82+ and the 3' boundary of inactive terminator clone
HaeIII/MboII 167+. The open arrows (� ) mark the rho-dependent RNA
3'end mapped to position 5565 and the rho-independent RNA 3'end mapped
to position 5650. The solid arrows (� ) mark the "readthrough RNA"
3'ends seen around positions 5733, 5788, and 5796 in f1 infected K819
(rho-) hosts.
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were mapped against HpaII 383 subjected to Maxam-Gilbert degradation:
major 3'ends occurred at f1 positions -5733, -5788, and -5796, which are
within the IG near the origin of DNA replication (Figure 6.6).
Discussion
The rho-dependent transcription termination signal distal to gene
IV of f1 encompasses a sequence of -100 nucleotides in the IG. The end­
points of subclones possessing or lacking terminator function in a
heterologous plasmid system are shown in Figures 6.1b and 6.6, but the
exact 5' and 3' boundaries of the terminator sequence have not yet been
defined. f1 RNA 3'ends formed in vivo at two distinct sites defined by
S1 nuclease mapping are shown by large open arrows in Figure 6.6. The
3'end at position 5565 is rho-dependent, while the 3'end at 5650 is
rho-independent. In a rho- host 3'end 5565 is absent, while the amount
of 3'end 5650 is unchanged. However, in the rho- host a 10-20 fold ex­
cess of RNA is observed which extends -200 nucleotides into the down­
stream part of the IG, and ends at the sites shown by solid arrows in
Figure 6.6 near the phage origin of DNA replication.
I do not know whether any of the RNA 3'ends I detect in vivo are
generated by a termination event directly, or by subsequent RNA process­
ing events in vivo.
Since S1 nuclease can "nibble" the ends of RNA/DNA hybrids (Shenk
et al., 1975), the presence of bands at three adjacent nucleotide posi­
tions around the presumed termination sites (Figure 6.4, lanes g,g') may
reflect the nibbling activity of S1 under the conditions of the experi­
ment (Grosschedl and Birnstiel, 1980; Green and Roeder, 1980; Aiba et
al., 1981). Alternatively, there may be heterogeneity at the actual RNA
3'ends in vivo. None of the RNA 3'ends defined in the experiments
described here occur within A-T rich sequences, suggesting that the
bands observed are not due to artifactual cleavages of weakly base­
paired RNA/DNA hybrids (Hansen et al., 1981). The absence of the 3'end
at f1 position -5565 when RNA from rho- hosts, or RNA transcribed in vi­
tro in the absence of rho protein, is examined by this technique further
suggests that this band is not produced by artifactual S1 cleavage of
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the RNA/DNA hybrid.
When the termination site at 5565 is read through in a rho- host,
the amount of "readthrough RNA" observed greatly exceeds the amount of
"terminated RNA" detected in a rho+ host by Northern hybridization or 31
nuclease mapping (Figure 6.3, lanes d-g, Figure 6.4, lanes e,g,e',g';
Figure 6.5, lanes b,d). Possible explanations for this phenomenon are:
1) More transcripts coming from upstream promoters pass through the gene
IV region of f1 in rho- hosts. This could be due to read through of oth­
er rho-dependent termination sites. 2) "Terminated RNA" is less stable
than "readthrough RNA." Differential stability of two 1 int mRNAs has
been shown to depend upon the action of E. coli RNAse III at a site near
the 3'end of the longer mRNA (Guaneros et al., 1982; Rosenberg and
Schmeissner, 1982). For the f1 RNAs described here, the shorter "ter­
minated RNA" would be presumed less stable and subject to more rapid de­
gradation by E. coli nucleases. However, RNAse III appears not to be
involved in this process.
The f1 rho-dependent terminator is located between the IF and F
regions of the genome and normally prevents transcription from proceed­
ing through the origin of DNA replication, although termination is not
100% efficient (Figures 6.3, 6.4, 6.5). However, a 10-20 fold increase
in transcription into this region is not lethal to the phage in rho­
cells. Transcripts which normally terminate -68 nucleotides distal to
gene IV are extended by -200 nucleotides in rho- cells, and terminate at
the sites marked with solid arrows within origin hairpins C, D, and E of
Figure 6.6. The transcripts do not continue into gene II, and no RNAs
longer than -4200 nucleotides are seen. The high degree of potential
secondary structure in the origin region (Schaller, 1978) may facilitate
rho-independent termination (Adhya et al., 1979). In contrast, the
heterologous terminator plasmid transcripts pass through downstream
plasmid sequences into the 8SlK gene in rho- cells.
The most obvious feature of the terminator sequence is the large
hairpin structure which can be drawn distal to gene IV (hairpin A in
Figure 6.6). The rho-dependent RNA 3'end occurs within the sequence
---
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CCCT at position 5565 on the distal side of this structure. The RNA
3'end observed at position 5650 also occurs within the sequence CCCT,
near the top of hairpin B. The "readthrough RNA" 3'ends in hairpin C
around position 5733 also occur in and near the sequence CCCT. However,
CCCT also occurs at positions 5493, 5591, and 5753 where no RNA 3'ends
have been mapped. Rho protein has been shown to possess a poly(C)­
dependent ATPase activity related to its function (Richardson et al.,
1975), and it has been suggested that weakly paired cytosine residues
are important for rho action (Lowery and Richardson, 1977; Adhya et al.,
1979). The sequence (CA)ATCAA common to the 1tR1, AtRO' and E. coli
tRNATyr rho-dependent terminators (Rosenberg et al., 1978; Calva and
Burgess, 1980; K�pper et al., 1978) is not present in the f1 IG se­
quence, although ATCAA does occur within the 5'end of the gene II mRNA
(Beck and Zink, 1981). The f1 sequence around the rho-dependent 3'end
at 5565 is G-C rich, in contrast to the A-T rich sequences found at pre­
viously characterized rho-dependent terminators. The identification of
particular sequences within the f1 rho-dependent terminator region re­
quired for terminator function awaits further analysis, along with the
possible involvement of other E. coli termination factors such as the
nusB gene product (Ward and Gottesman, 1981).
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